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Looking out for 
the students 
The Graduate Student 
Senate discussed the 
University's budget and 
cuts at their last 
meeting, as well as 
credit hours and how 
all three affected 
students | Page 3 
We're voting, 
not skipping 
our classes 
With election day 
rapidly approaching, 
columnist Marisha 
Pietrowski hopes that 
professors will be 
lenient when counting 
absences, keeping in 
mind that students will 
be performing their 
civic duties tomorrow, 
not just playing hooky 
| Page 4 
McCain jokes 
on'SNL 
Republican John 
McCain made an 
appearance on 
the comedy show 
"Saturday Night Live." 
poking fun at his own 
campaign | Page 5 
ESTABLISHED 1920 
A daily independent student press serving 
 ihecampus and surrounding community 
By So.in Shapiro 
Reporter 
Tonight, Pittsburgh Steelers fans supporting McCain ma\ he 
rooting Redskins. 
Since 1936, the Washington Redskins game prior to election 
day has almost predicted the winner of every presidential elec- 
tion. According to myth, if the Redskins win their game the 
week of the election, the incumbent party will hold the White 
House. This year. McCain supporters root for the Redskins, 
while Obama supporters root for the Steelers. 
The trend was seemingly broken in 2004 when the Redskins 
lost the Green Hay Packers and President George W. Hush took 
office. However, Bush did lose the popular vote. This year, the 
NTT. has recognized the correlation between the game and 
the election and has moved the Steelers vs. Redskins game to 
Monday Night Football. 
Associate political science professor David lackson said the 
football game myth really doesn't make much sense, but that 
some others believed indicators deserve a look, such as the kids 
vote, Halloween mask sales and cup sales. 
"Some of them are reflections of where public opinions are." 
lackson said. "They're not scientific or as good as public opin- 
ion polls, but they are better in some way than non-scientific 
Internet polls." 
A more scientific indicator of the presidency look place last 
week when thousands of people dressed as John McCain 01 
Barack Obama on Halloween night. Since 2000, whichever can- 
didates mask has sold the most at buycostiiines.com has won 
the presidency, according to the Web site. 
Sophomore Spenser I laities doesn't believe the mask myth 
holds any merit. 
"If you look at Halloween masks, a lot of people bought Hush's 
See MYTHS | Page 2 
Looking for 
their own 
Obama 
With a minority 
running for the U.S. 
presidency. Europeans 
hope, in the future, they 
will see barriers broken 
in their own political 
institutions | Page 11 
Falcons win 
at home 
Offense puts up 45 
points at the Doyt 
securing their win over 
MAC rival Kent State 
on Saturday 
| Page 7 
Besides voting, what 
is the best way to 
determine the next 
president? 
LAKYRA 
CUNNINGHAM 
Sophomore, Broadcast 
Journalism 
"Who can crank that 
'Soulja Boy. 
| Page 4 
Jr. '> 
TODAY 
Few Showers 
High:71,Low:45 
TOMORROW 
Sunny 
High: 70. Low: 43 
Biden visits BGSU 
ENOCH WU 
CHANGE: Democratic vice presidential candidate Joe Biden speaks on topics including health care and college affordabilty in front of University Kill 
Dem. VP candidate urges area to vote 
By Kristen Vasas 
City Editor 
In an effort to convert any 
remaining undecided voters, 
Democratic vice presidential 
candidate loc Biden visited the 
University on Saturday night, to 
reiterate the platform of his run- 
ning mate. Sen. Barack Obama, 
and to push rally attendees to get 
out and cast their ballots. 
After being introduced by his 
wife [ill, Biden began by urging 
the estimated 1,500 spectators 
to vote for change in order to 
get America back on the track to 
success. 
"It's no longer a question if you 
are better off than you were four 
years ago, because we are not," 
Biden said. "(The question is| 
who will make us better off four 
years from now from today."' 
Accordingto Biden, Republican 
presidential candidate Sen. lohn 
McCain continues to follow the 
failingeconomic and foreign rela- 
tions paths President Ocorge VV. 
Bush has paved for the country, 
resulting in an America divided 
from the rest of the world. 
"You can't call yourself a mav- 
erick when all you've been the last 
eight years is a sidekick," Biden 
said. "VVc don't have to accept 
things as they are |when| we can 
change them to our will." 
With Obama in office. Biden 
promised supporters in atten- 
dance that the next president 
will be strong enough to con- 
front enemies and wise enough 
to enlist allies. Biden also said 
Obama will work to rebuild infra- 
ENOCHWU 
THE FOUR 0'S: Lt Gov. Lee Fisher holds up a homemade T-shirt for the Obama/Biden 
campaign. Democratic vice presidential candidate Joe Biden visited the University over the 
weekend to rally voters three days More Election Day 
structures across the country, 
including roads, highways and 
railroads currently forgotten and 
in disrepair. 
Assisting the middle class in 
terms of jobs, health care and col- 
lege affordably also took center 
stage at the rally. Biden promised 
attendees that the Democratic 
ticket would focus specifically 
on benefiting the middle class if 
elected. 
"We will work to build up the 
middle class in this country, 
because when the middle class 
fails, America fails," Biden said. 
"If we can help Wall Street, we 
should be able to help Wooster 
Street." 
According to Biden, because of 
the failing economy and finan- 
cial crisis. 122,000 Ohioans have 
lost their jobs this year. 
For     Perry     Field     House 
Administrative Assistant Terry 
Carver, Obama and Biden 
offer the most promising plans 
because she believes they will 
keep their word when it comes to 
assisting the middle class and the 
job market. 
Career—who has lost two jobs 
under two Republican admin- 
istrations — typically votes 
Republican, but chose to vote 
Democratic for the first time in 
this year's election because of the 
positive way Obama bus run his 
campaign. 
"I'm sick and tired of the way 
things have been going." Carver 
said. "We need a change, and 
Obama offers that for me." 
Along with the astronomical 
loss of jobs seen in Ohio this year, 
BIDEN >2 
Officials offer voting 
advice to Univ. students 
By AndyOuriel 
Some voters may alread) have 
their minds made up on which 
presidential candidate or issues 
the] favor. Others might make 
a last-minute decision. But 
before anyone can Mite during 
Tuesday's election there are 
some things the] must know. 
All students living on campus 
will be able to vole at the Union 
starting at 6:30 a.m. and lasting 
until 7:30 p.m. The Union will 
have IK polling stations in the 
Multipurpose Room in order to 
get everyone through the vot- 
ing process in a timely matter, 
said dale Swanka, senior asso- 
ciate director for operations at 
die Union. 
Students living off campus 
can visit the Ohio secretary ol 
slate's Web site lo see where 
they can vole. 
While there is a long window 
during the day. people involved 
with this election advise stu- 
dents not to wait until the last 
minute lo vote. 
Director of the Board of 
Elections for Wood Country 
ferry Burton said students 
should go first thing in the 
morning if the) don I want to 
be there an extended amount 
of time. 
"It's harder lo get people up 
in the morning," Burton said. 
Burton said students who 
gel to the polls toward the later 
part of the morning will not 
wail long. Ibis will not be the 
case as the day continues on, 
she said. 
Once Election Day gets into 
l he lale afternoon and early 
evening stages. Swanka esti- 
mates voters will have to wait at 
least an hour in line. 
At 7:.'t() p.m.. people in line 
will still be able lo vole, but no 
one will be allowed lo enter the 
line. 
I he secretary of the state of 
Ohio requires every voter on 
Election Day to bring a form 
of valid identification with a 
picture and address. A driver's 
license, military identification 
card, utility bill, bank state- 
ment or any ol her government 
document showing the voter's 
name and  current   address 
Election Day in the Union 
Some pointers for students to 
consider when voting tomorrow 
■ Polls are open from 6:30 
a.m. to 730 p.m. 
■ Best time to vote is in the 
morning 
■ Expect lines to be an hour 
or more from the 
afternoon on 
■ All students living on 
campus will vote in the 
Union. 
■ All others living off campus 
can check where they vote 
at the Secretary of State's 
Web site 
■ Must bring a valid form 
of photo identification 
(driver's license, military 
card) and proof of current 
living address 
■ No political campaigning 
will be allowed inside or 
within 100 feet of the polls 
will be accepted at the polls on 
Election Day. 
If students do not have an) 
of the above, they can get their 
current address from either the 
Office of the Bursar or their 
MyBGSU account. 
To ensure the voting process 
goes smoothly, campus police 
Sergeant Tim lames said pro 
tests within the Union will not 
be allowed. 
According to election law. 
protesters, political campaign- 
ing and posters are not allowed 
inside or within 101) feet of the 
voting grounds. 
In case people do decide to 
get unruly during Tuesday's 
election, campus police will be 
on site throughout the duration 
of the day, lames said. 
"Ybu have to allow people to 
go about their business and not 
disrupt them," he said. 
lames does not expect l here 
to be much trouble coming 
from students on Election Day, 
but said the Dean of Students 
requested an officer to make 
sure everyone feels comfortable 
and all aspects of the voting 
process remain under control. 
lunior    Ryan   Sims   said 
See ELECTION | Page 2 
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BLOTTER 
THURSDAY OCT. 30 
7:30 A.M. 
Christopher Cymbola. 20. of 
Grand Rapids. Ohio, was arrested 
for shoplifting over $1,700 in 
merchandise from Meijer. A 
Playstation system. 16 games. 9 
DVDs and CDs. a Nintendo DS. a 
Playstation Portable accessory and 
hearing aid batteries were stolen. 
12:20 P.M. 
Juvenile was witnessed attempting 
to choice his mother with his shoe 
strings and bare hands. Both were 
left with counselors. 
11:31 P.M. 
Adam Gabriel. 24. of Bowling 
Green, was cited for open con- 
tainer of alcohol. 
FRIDAY, OCT. 31 
1:15 P.M. 
lanv , I onq. 19. of Bowling Green, 
ted for prohibited acts. 
2:13 P.M. 
Corey Ruthsatz, 21. of Sanduslcy. 
Ohio, was arrested for assault 
after punching and choking Tyler 
Ostheimer. 19. of Sandusky. Ohio. 
m front of Howards Bar. Ostheimer 
was arrested for underage drink- 
ing and disorderly conduct after 
punching Ruthsatz in the mouth. 
SATURDAY 
NOV.l 
8:42 A.M. 
Sean Cardone. 19. of Sylvania. 
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly 
conduct and underage drinking 
after he was found asleep inside 
his vehicle. 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
Visit us online at 
www.bgnewscom 
11:39 A.M. 
Complainant reported Ryan Evans. 
20. of Bowling Green, kicked in hts 
roommate's bedroom door and 
put fake blood on his bed sheets. 
1040 RM. 
Complainant reported three mates 
in Halloween costumes kicked 
her cat and accused her of trying 
to run them over after she asked 
them to get out of the street. 
11:57 PM. 
Reanna Wisner. 18, of Alvada, 
Ohio, was cited for underage 
possession and open container of 
alcohol 
SUNDAY, NOV. 2 
1:15 A.M. 
Shane Hetrick. 19. of Bowling 
Gree/i. was cited for underage 
drinking and disorderly conduct 
after he was observed urinating 
near the back door of the Bowling 
Green Public Library. 
1.22 A.M. 
Brandon Thompson, 24. of Cedar 
Falls. Ind.. was cited for open 
container of alcohol after he was 
observed carrying an open bottle 
of vodka. 
232 A.M. 
Derek Smith, 19. of Toledo, was 
cited for underage drinking and 
disorderly conduct after he was 
observed urinating on the west 
side of Anderson Arena. 
2:36 A.M. 
Complainant reported his car 
windshield had been cracked after 
a pumpkin had been thrown of 
dropped on it. 
cm left 6tutded 
Now Leasing for 
Second Semester! 
Mid Am Manor 
541 Third St. 
702 Third St. 
839 Fourth St. 
Charlestown Apts. 
7)0 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
Am 
agement 
1,2, 3 bedrooms 
and up available! 
Houses Available close to campus! 
Call to make an appointment today! 
Mid Am Management 
641 Third #4 BG 
352-4J80 
HfiUSING 
A chance to win 
FREE RENT for a year 
Win one of two FREE 
parking packages for the BTSU 
Great Give-A-Ways to the 
first 250 m attendance 
and other door prizes 
TALK TO 
RftitilMgmt Companion 
Offcf<rfthel)«no* Students 
Qfficr ot Rend* rvc hip 
Student legal Services 
Student Money Management 
B& City Departments 
Wood County Health Department 
'air Mousing Center 
*)twt  iS   t/tm   6*3t ft 
/or your ttv!*q  Situation? 
find out Hf! 
SPONSOtEDBY 
OfttamputStudent Services 
tot Bowen Thompson Student Union 
MYTHS 
From Page 1 
Halloween mask to go around 
and say. Boo! I'm President 
Bush,'" he said. "So I think it's 
more of a coincidental thing." 
Similar to the Halloween 
mask sales, 7-Eleven conve- 
nience marts across the nation 
are running their 7-F.lection 
campaign, where customers at 
7-Elcven can choose between 
red 20 ounce coffee cups for 
McCain and blue ones for 
Obama. 
In 2004. Bush won the 7- 
l-lection 51 percent to 49 per- 
cent — similar to the results of 
the actual election. According 
to 7-eleci ion.com, Obama is 
leading Ohio with 70 percent of 
the coffee cup sates. 
Another poll that tends 
to prove true is the results of 
Nickelodeon's "Kids Pick the 
President." which started in 
IHHH. Kids have picked the pre- 
sided correctly In four out of 
the last five elections, the lone 
exception being President Bush 
in 2004. 
lackson said "Kids Pick the 
President" is the most interest- 
ing. 
"Parents have a major Influ- 
ence over their kids' political 
beliefs," he said. "So that is 
somewhat accurate, not totally. 
but a pretty accurate indication 
of how their parents will vote." 
This year, announced on Oct. 
20, Obama won Nickelodeon's 
poll by two percentage points. 
Jackson said the results are just 
as close as many of the national 
scientific polls. 
Since 1988. lackson said the 
"I'm a football tan, but 
now... I might check 
the score and think 
'Wow'if they win..." 
Elliot Beanie | Senior 
Nickelodeon vote has seen 
growing participation thanks to 
the Internet. Over two million 
kids voted this year, according 
to Nickelodeon's Web site. 
Looking at current trends, 
Obama is most likely to be sworn 
in as the 44th president of the 
United States. Obama current- 
ly leads McCain in Halloween 
mask and 7-Eleven cup sales. 
Obama has already won the 
kid's vote, and if the Redskins 
lose to the Steelers tonight, 
Obama will have the sweep of 
believed presidential indica- 
tors. 
However fun and quirky 
these election coincidences 
are, |ackso"n doesn't believe it 
should affect the way students 
cast their vote tomorrow. 
"The way to look at and prob- 
ably figure out what is going is 
to look at state-by-state public 
opinion polls. Preferably repeat- 
ed tracking polls that don't look 
at registered voters, but likely 
voters," lackson said. 
Senior Elliot Beanie said he 
will watch tonight's football 
game a little differently now 
knowing the correlation that 
the outcome has with the elec- 
tion. 
"I'm a football fan in general," 
he said, "but now hearing that. I 
might check the score and think 
'WOW1 if they win." 
ELECTION 
From Page 1 
many students are excited 
about the election because, 
like him. it may be their first 
time voting. 
"This is the first time when 
it gives me the opportunity to 
vote for someone who is going 
to make change," Sims said. 
Sims, who took advantage of 
the early voting procedure, does 
agree with Burton's advice to 
vote as early as possible in order 
to not deal with the long lines. 
Even with the long lines and 
a few requirements, this should 
not stop anyone from voting, 
Burton said. 
"I think in the end it's a ques- 
tion of civic responsibility," he 
said. "We all play a part in the 
democracy we have. If you're 
not participating, you're not 
adding anything to it." 
While having both major 
partys' vice-presidential can- 
didates on campus in the past 
week has been exciting, Swanka 
said she will IK> glad once the 
election is over, due to the great 
deal of time required in setting 
up the polls on campus. 
"Everyone will be happy 
when the election is decided," 
she said. 
NATION 
EF 
Naked pumpkin-headed 
runners receive tickets 
BOULDER. Colo. (AP)- Boulder 
police have ticketed about a dozen 
people running naked on the street 
while sporting freshly gulted pumpkins 
on their heads as part o( an annual 
Halloween event. 
The citations for indecent exposure 
Friday nighi came as dozens of other 
costumed revelers, including a man 
with a red cape and a sword, chanted to 
police officers to let go ol the streakers 
and "find real criminals* 
The event known in Boulder as the 
Naked Pumpkin Run has been held for 
10 years. This year it drew a huge crowd, 
prompting concern from police 
Boulder police Chief Mark Beckner 
says officers "wanted to do something 
before [the event] got out of hand. 
Voting blue? Then no 
candy for you. 
GR0SSE P0INTE FARMS. Mich. 
(AP) - A suburban Detroit woman has 
decided to scare up the vote among 
neighborhood children by just offering 
treats to John McCain supporters. 
Shirley Naqel of Grosse Pointe Farms. 
Mich. Iiaiidedout candy Friday only to 
those who shared her support lor the 
Republican presidential candidate and 
his running mate Sarah Palm Others 
were turned away empty-handed 
TV station WJBK says a sign outside 
Nagel's house warned: "No handouts for 
Obama supporters, liars, tricksters or kids 
of supporters." 
Nagel calls Democrat Baracl Obama 
'scary. When asked about children who 
were turned away empty-handed and 
crying, she said:' Oh well Everybody has 
a choice" 
Fax and phone messages led al num- 
bers for Nagel were not returned. 
ENOCH WU    IHEBGNEVft 
BIDEN 
From Page 1 
Biden also said hundreds of 
thousands of home foreclosures 
have resulted from the financial 
crisis as well. 
If elected, Biden said he and 
Obama won't wait until Ian. 20 
to begin helping American citi- 
zens. Instead, when Congress 
gets sworn in on Jan. 3, Obama 
and Biden will issue a three- 
monlh moratory law on all home 
foreclosures, giving home-own- 
ers the chance to stabilize their 
RACHEL RADVWNSKI     THE BG NEWS 
failing budgets. 
"We owe this country every- 
thing, and we have to do 
everything in our power to 
believe again that there's not 
a thing we can't accomplish," 
Biden said. "It's our require- 
ment to unite this country 
once again." 
Senior Elizabeth Stewart said 
she plans on voting for Obama 
and Biden because of their 
promises to create a country 
accessible for everyone — spe- 
cifically when it comes to college 
tuition and loans. 
Stewart plans on attending 
LEFT: Li Gov Lee Fisher ol Ohio leads 
to crowd tn the Pledge of Allegance at the 
Campaign lor Change rally held this week- 
end on campus in front of University Hall 
where Sen. Joe Biden spoke. 
RIGHT: Democratic vice presidential candi- 
date Joe Biden speaks on jobs for the middle 
class, health care and college alfordability 
during a rally in from of University Hall. 
ill. i Its our 
requirement to 
unite this country 
once again." 
Joe Biden | Senator 
graduate school once he gradu- 
ates this May, but is unsure 
whether she will be able to 
afford it, as she is currently pay- 
ing for her education through 
loans and scholarships. 
"If Obama and Biden get elect- 
JUSTIM KLEIN I IHEBGNEWS 
ed, it's more likely that I will go to 
graduate school because tuition 
will be lower," Stewart said. 
In order to ensure that 
Obama's plans for a united 
nation become enacted, Biden 
urged those in attendance to 
get out and vote for change the 
country needs. 
"It's our time, it's America's 
time, so let's get out and pro- 
tect this country we love," Biden 
said. "If that happens, not only 
the critics, but everyone else in 
America will be calling Barack 
Obama something else: presi- 
dent of the United States." 
CONTACT INFO 
4'<> 111 lUl 
oHc»mpui#bglu «Ju 
www bgsu edu/oftKei/u/oflcampus 
r    FORGET TO VOTE    i 
ABSENTEE BACK HOME? 
You can still legally vote, as long as you are 
registered 
anywhere in the State of Ohio! 
* Find the polling location for your current BG residence by: 
Calling the Wood County Board of Elections: 
419-354-9210 
or   ^ **«**.7^ 
Visiting the Secretary of State's Website: 
http://www.sos.state.oh.us 
* Go to the polling location and request a Provisio 
* The polls are open from 6: 
 i 
mm 
BGSU I P°'d '°' by the Wood County Democratic Party, Andy f^ewlove Treasurer, 455.S. Moin, Bowling Green, Oh 43402 
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GSS talks budget 
cuts, credit hours 
By Kit* Snyder 
Reporter 
Discussions of money and 
credit hours dominated 
Friday's Graduate Student 
Senate meeting. 
Guest speaker Shcrideen 
Stoll, the vice president for 
finance and administration, 
explained the University hud- 
get and what cuts could affect 
graduate students. 
Budget cuts aren't made at 
the institution level, hut rather 
at specific division, college and 
department levels, Stoll said. 
So. potentially, any cuts could 
affect any student. 
"Anytime we have cuts at an 
institution they could affect all 
of us," Stoll said. 
GSS President F.mmanual 
Guillory said there is talk 
about cutting the number 
of required full-time credit 
hours. (iSS discussed possibly 
reducing the hours from 12 to 
nine for graduate students. 
Most graduate programs 
require students lake an assis- 
tantship over the course of their 
education, teaching and assist- 
ing faculty within their field of 
study. But to remain a full-time 
student. 12 credit hours are 
required per semester, and some 
think 12 hours in addition to 
their assistantship is too much. 
Nine credit hours would he 
a lighter load, and allow stu- 
dents to focus more on their 
assistantship if they needed to, 
Guillory said. 
"You won't lose that full-time 
credit if you need to drop a 
class," he said. "Because some- 
times emergencies happen." 
Credit hours are determined 
by the state and based on state 
funding. Less credit hours could 
mean less money from the state, 
according to him. 
"I strongly feel this will 
help us in the long run," he 
said. "But there's advantages 
and disadvantages to every 
decision you make." 
Assistantships would not be 
reduced, but since the class load 
would be, it could take students 
longer to gel their degree. 
However, students would 
not be required to take only 
9 credit hours, and could take 
12 credits if they wanted. But 
communication is still going 
on, and nothing is set in stone 
yet. Guillory said. 
GSS is also trying to start an 
"informal investigation" into the 
state of graduate travel funds. 
[lie graduate college distributes 
S60.000 to graduate programs 
each year to be used specifically 
for attending and paniripating in 
conferences and seminars. 
GSS wants to make sure 
the funds are being used as 
nothing but travel funds for 
graduate students. 
There haven't been any issues 
yet in departments not using 
their travel funds correctly, but 
departments are not currently 
held accountable for the funds. 
The Graduate College gives the 
departments travel funds, but 
doesn't follow up with its use, 
Guillory said. 
Representatives at Large Greg 
Lucskoand Becca Kleinbcrgwant 
to pass a resolution to support the 
Graduate College in following up 
on the distributed money. 
In the meantime, Guillory 
and Vice President Sarah 
l-affcrty encouraged the sena- 
tors to ask their department 
advisor about the state of their 
travel funds to make sure they 
have the money they should. 
HUMANS NEVER HAD A CHANCE 
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS 
ZOMBIE VICTORY: The campus organization BG Undead ended their weektong game 
with "the Final Stand, where the humans had to "escape" a zombie invasion by getting to 
two specific places on campus. They did not even make it to the first checkpoint before 
the hoard of zombies turned all of the remaining humans into more zombies late Thursday 
night running into early Friday morning. 
SOCCER PLAYER PROPOSES MARRIAGE AFTER FINAL HOME GAME 
MARRY ME: RG soccer player Ryan Davis places a rmg on senior Stephanie Guiqous finger after proposing to her. The proposal took place after the final home game for the BG men's 
soccer team 
Professor speaks of Race Relations project 
By Michelle Bosserman 
Report." 
For most people, race is a touchy 
subject. For I'enn State University 
professor Samuel Richards, race 
is a subject discussed often, and 
without limits or judgments. 
Richards, who is from 
Toledo, spoke at the University 
I'riday about "Leaching Race 
in a Politically Correct World." 
explaining his teachings on race 
and the Race Relations project he 
co-directs at PSU. 
The Race Relations project's 
mission is to ultimately change 
the environment to make race 
something students can discuss 
freely and openly, Richards said. 
The speaker was dynamic 
and interactive, asking audience 
members questions and having 
them answer and converse with 
others near them. 
In a response to a film clip 
where a white male voiced the 
myth that "black people can 
jump higher than white people,' 
junior Willie Young responded 
with his own analog)' of being 
an avid sports ran and watching 
sports on television. 
"I watch American football and 
soccer on TV and I nodce the dif- 
ference in the way announcers 
talk about athletes,'' Young said. 
"When a white person makes a 
great play, like Manning throw- 
ing a touchdown, he's  smart 
for making the play. But when a 
black person makes a great play. 
Hke MrXahh throwing a touch- 
down, he's more athletic' for 
making the play." 
Yiuiiigatiendedaprivateschool 
until seventh grade. Switching to 
public school gave him a general 
understanding and perspective 
on race, he said. 
People have blinders on." 
Young said. "People only see 
what they want to see, and that's 
the society we live in." 
In his teachings about race 
inequalities, Richards has live 
strategies for being successful. 
The first is to bring people to a 
general agreement about racial 
inequality before going into the 
issues. The second is to prepare 
to be open to different perspec- 
tives and support unpopular 
opinions. The third is to get peo- 
ple to break their fear of saying 
the wrong thing. I he found is to 
assume people are being honest. 
And the fifth strategy is to keep 
working on personal issues. 
"The reason I'm successful in 
the classroom is because I get 
people thinking on the same |>age 
about racial Inequality/' Richards 
said. "I'm not naive. I know this is 
a siiutll step, but if I can get people 
to talk about race when they gel 
to that fork in the mad they'll be 
more likely to have the conversa- 
tion since they've already had it in 
mv class." 
A common problem on the 
issue of race, Richards said, is 
thai white people have learned 
to be silent on the subject. 
"The thought of being politi- 
cally correct brought a fog of 
silence over white people." 
Richards said. "The thought is 
if they say anything that can he 
misconstrued in any way. they'll 
be seen as a racist." 
Being politically correct consists 
of a few tilings. Richards said. To 
be politically correct, one must 
think and speak correctly in tenns 
of race by not offending people. 
This can lead to generalized com- 
ments or overall silence due to a 
fear of hurting someone's feelings, 
he said. 
One of the questions Richards 
asked the audience to discuss 
was how lo teach race in the 
classroom and what a teacher 
and student must do individu- 
ally lo have the conversation suc- 
cessfully. 
Graduate student lennifer 
Brown felt that showing respect 
for every individual in the room 
was key. 
"When talking about race, 
people need to try to be sensitive 
and show respect" she said. "Keep 
the conversation appropriate and 
don't step over any lines." 
Richards' class discus- 
sions have received a decent 
response, shown by the survey 
taken by the students at the 
end of the course. He said less 
than 5 percent of participants 
said the class wasn't worth their 
time and less than 2 percent 
of participants said discussion 
facilitators kept them from say- 
ing what they wanted. Three- 
fourths of participants chose 
they would recommend the 
class to their peers. 
At one point during the dis- 
cussion, the topic of white peo- 
ple as a "non-race" was brought 
to Richards' attention. He 
expressed, in the larger sense, 
people get lumped together and 
sometimes white people are seen 
as a generic category. 
"This is one rock 1 will stand on 
and won't budge." Richards said. 
"It teaches white people not to 
talk about race and leaves them 
with no sense of what whiteness 
means, leaving them feeling less 
unified." 
Richards hopes to accomplish 
discussions of race outside the 
classroom because if students 
aren't talking about race in the 
foreground, they're probably 
having it in the background with 
friends and solidifying stereo- 
typical thoughts, he said. 
"People never know how it is to 
be white until they walk in white 
people's shoes," Richards said. 
" I lowever, black or brown people 
have a better idea of what it is to 
be white than white people have 
to be black or brown." 
Is there a 
story in the 
BG News that 
you've felt 
you wanted 
to voice your 
opinion on? 
Well, what 
are you 
waiting for? 
check us out online: 
bgnews.com 
What am I? 
Almost everyone sees me 
without noticing me, For 
what is beyond is what he or 
she seeks. 
HOUSES! 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
'09 -'10 May/ Aug. 
Leases Now Available 
Call 419-806-4429 
or wwW.froboserentals.com 
for current listing 
These houses won't 
last long 
Call TODAY! 
FROBOSE RENTALS 
2»B Manwllc \\«   l«i 
• Over 30 years in 
rubber industry 
in Engineering, 
Human 
Resources and 
Sales 
• 11 years 
North Baltimore 
Village Council 
• 20 years North 
Baltimore EMS 
• Has successfully led 2 income tax reductions 
in North Baltimore 
• Has helped to bring jobs to northwest Ohio 
• My priorities will be: 
Jobs Education 
Environment     Healthcare 
. JOBS WILL BE MY TOP PRIORITY 
Barb Bretz. Governor Strickland. Jeff Brelz 
imam 
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Thinking About 
Law School? 
Then plan to attend the Bowling Green State University Law Fair! Meet 
with law school representatives from Ohio, gather admissions materials, 
learn about the law school admissions process. This event is free and 
open to the public. If you're considering law school in the near future, 
Don't MISS THIS PROGRAM! 
What: Bowling Green State University Law Fair 
When: Tuesday, November 4,2008 
11:00 am-2:00 pm 
Where: Bowling Green State University 
Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Room 308 
For Further Details Contact: 
Department of Legal Studies 
264 Business Administration 
419 - 372 - 2376 
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ige 1 
Halloween mask to go around 
ami -,i\ 'Boo! I'm President 
Hush, he said. "So I think it's 
moreol a coincidental thing." 
Similar in the Halloween 
mask sales, 7 Eleven conve- 
nience marts across the nation 
are running their 7-Election 
campaign, where customers at 
7 I leven i .in choose between 
red 20 ounce coffee cups for 
Met .MM    .IIKI   blue   lines   Inr 
Obama. 
in 2004, Bush won the ? 
I In lion 51 percent to 19 per 
iciii similai in the results ol 
the actual election, \ccording 
in mi iinn.i urn. Obama is 
leading Ohio with 7ii percent ol 
[In   , offl'CI Up sale's. 
Another pull that tends 
in prove true is the results of 
Nickelodeon's kids Pick the 
President," which started in 
1988. Kids have picked the pre- 
sided correct I) in four out of 
the last five elections, the lone 
exception being President Hush 
in 2004 
I.ii kson said kids Pick the 
President" is the mosi interest 
ing. 
Parents have .i major influ- 
ence ovci their kid-, politii al 
beliefs," he said. "So thai is 
somewhat accurate, not totally, 
Inn a prett\ ai i uratc indication 
ni how iheh parents will vote." 
I his year, announced on t let. 
20, Obama won Nickelodeon's 
pull by two pen entagc points. 
I.H kson said the results arc just 
,iv close as manj ol the national 
scientific polls. 
Since  1988, lackson said the 
"I'm a football fan, but 
now... I might check 
the score and think 
Wow'if they win..." 
Nickelodeon vote has seen 
growing participation thanks to 
the Internet. Over two million 
kids voted this year, according 
to Nickelodeon's Web site. 
Looking at current trends. 
Obama ismostlikefyto be sworn 
in as the 44th president of the 
United Slates. Obama current- 
ly leads McCain in Halloween 
mask and 7-E1even cup sales. 
Obama has already won the 
kids vote, and if the Redskins 
lose  in  the Steelers tonight, 
Obama will have the sweep of 
believed presidential Indica- 
tors. 
However fun and quirky 
these election coincidences 
are.  lackson doesn't  believe  il 
should affect the way students 
cast their vote tomorrow. 
"Ihewaj tolookalandprob- 
abl) figure OUI what is going is 
to look ai state-by-state public- 
opinion polls. Preferably repeat 
ed tracking polls that don't look 
at registered voters, but likely 
voter-,.'' lackson said. 
Senior Elliot Beanie said he 
will watch tonight's football 
game a little differently now 
knowing the correlation that 
the outcome has with the elec- 
tion. 
I'm a football fan in general." 
lie said, hut now hearing that. I 
might check the score and think 
Wow' ii they win." 
ELECTION 
From Page 1 
main students are excited 
about the election because, 
like him, it may he their first 
time voting. 
"This is the first time when 
it gives me the opportunity to 
vote for someone who is going 
to make change,'Sims said. 
Sims, who look advantage of 
the early voting procedure, does 
agree with Burton's advice to 
vote as early as possible in order 
In mil deal with the long lines. 
Even With the long lines and 
a few requirements, this should 
not stop anyone from veiling. 
Burton said. 
"I think in the end it's a ques- 
tion of civic responsibility." he 
said. "We all play a part in the 
democracy we have. If you're 
not participating, you're not 
adding anything to it" 
While having both major 
partys' vice-presidential can- 
didates on campus in the past 
week has been exciting, Swanka 
said she will be glad once the 
election is over, due to the great 
deal of lime required in selling 
up the polls on campus. 
"Everyone  will  be  happy 
when the clrc linn is decided," 
she said. 
NATION 
BRIEh 
Naked pumpkin-headed 
runners receive tickets 
BOULDER. Colo (AP) ~ Boulder 
police Iwve tkketefj about <i dozen 
people r unning naked on tl H 
:  rting froshly cjuttocl ■ 
on then beads as pan of an annual 
■ ■ ievent 
The citation' For 
Friday night come as dozens of oilier 
costumed reueleis. including a man 
with a red cape and a sword, chanted to 
poke officers to lei goof thei in  I 
and "find real criminals 
The event known m Boulder as the 
Naked Pumpkin Run has been held for 
10 years This year it drew a huge crowd, 
prompting concern from poke 
Boulder police Chief Mark Beckner 
says officers "wanted to do something 
before [the event] got out of hand 
Voting blue? Then no 
candy for you. 
■'•RMS. Mich. 
(AP) - A suburban Detroit woman has 
decided to scare up the vole among 
: . just offering 
treats to John McCain supporters. 
•, Naqel of Giosse Pointe Farms. 
Mich. handed out candy Friday only to 
those who shared her support for the 
Republican presidential candidate and 
hi-, i mining male Sarah Palm Others 
were turned away empty-handed. 
TV station WJFJK says a sign outside 
Nagel's house warned. "No handouts lot 
Obama   . 'ncksteisorkids 
* 
Nacjel calls Democrat Barack Obama 
.'.'hen asked about children who 
. t. emptyliandedand 
i e said  Oh well Everybody has 
a choice" 
cand phone messages loll al num- 
bers loi Nagel were no! relumed 
BIDEN 
From Piigo 1 
Bidcn also said hundreds ol 
thousands ol home foreclosures 
have resulted from the financial 
crisis as well. 
If elected, Biden said he and 
Obama won'l wait until Ian. 20 
to begin helping American citi- 
zens. Instead, when Congress 
gels swum in on |an. 3, Obama 
and Biden will issue a three- 
month moratory law on all home 
foreclosures, gi\ ing home-own- 
ers i he chance in stabilize their 
RACHfl RAOWANSKI 
failing budgets. 
"We owe this country even 
thing, and we have to do 
everything in our power to 
believe again thai there's not 
a thing we can't accomplish,'' 
Biden said. "It's our require- 
ment lo unite this country 
once again." 
Senior Elizabeth Stewart said 
she plans on voting for Obama 
and Biden because of their 
promises to create a country 
accessible' loi everyone — spe- 
cifically when it comes lo college 
tuition and loans. 
Stewart plans on attending 
LEFT: Ix Gov Lee Fisher ol Ohio leads 
to crowd in the Pledge ol Allegam 
Campaign loi Change rally held rhis week- 
end on campus in front of University Hall 
where Sen Joe Biden spoke. 
RIGHT: >i residential candi 
date Joe Beden speaks on jobs for the middle 
class, health care and college affordabilily 
during a rally in (roiil ol University Hall 
"It's our 
requirement to 
unite this country 
once again." 
■ 
graduate school once he gradu- 
ates ibis May, but is unsure 
whether  she   will   he  able  lo 
afford it, as she is currently pay- 
ing for her education through 
loans and scholarships. 
"If Obama and Biden get elect- 
ed, it's more likely thai I will go lo 
graduate school because tuition 
will be lower,'' Stewart said. 
In order to ensure that 
Obama's plans for a united 
nation become enacted, Biden 
urged those in attendance to 
get out and vole for change I he 
country needs. 
"It's our time, it's America's 
time, so let's get out and pro 
led this country we love," Biden 
said. "If that happens, not only 
the critics, Inn everyone else in 
America will he calling Barack 
Obama something else: presi- 
dent of the United States." 
CONIACT INrO 
r    FORGET TO VOTE    i 
ABSENTEE BACK HOME? 
You can still legally vote, as long as you are 
registered 
anywhere in the State of Ohio! 
* Find the polling location for your current BG residence by: 
Calling the Wood County Board of Elections: 
419-354-9210 
or 
Visiting the Secretary of State's Website: 
http://www.sos.state.oh.us 
* Go to the polling location and request a Provisional Ballot 
* The polls are open from 6:30am *' 7:30pm on Tuesday, November 4th 
BGSU I ^°'^ 'or by 'he Wood County Democratic Party, Andy fsJewlove Treasurer, 455.S. Main, Bowling Green, Oh 43402 
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GSS talks budget 
cuts, credit hours 
By KateSnyder 
Reporter 
Discussions of monej and 
eredii hours dominated 
Friday's Graduate Student 
Senate meeting. 
Guesl speaker Micrideen 
sicill. the vice president for 
finance and administration, 
explained the University bud- 
get and what cms could affeci 
graduate students. 
iiiidgcl cuts aren't made at 
the institution level, hut rather 
at specific division, college and 
department levels, Stoll said. 
So, potentially, any cuts could 
affeci any student. 
"Anytime we have cuts at an 
institution they could ailed all 
til us," Stoll said. 
(iss President  Emmanual 
1.11 illot\    said   there   is   talk 
about cutting the number 
ol  required lull-time credit 
hours. (ISS discussed possibl) 
reducing the hours from vi to 
nine for graduate students. 
Most    graduate   programs 
require students lake an assis- 
tantship over the course ol their 
education, teaching and assist- 
ing faculty within their field ol 
study hut to remain a lull time 
student, II1 credit hours are 
required pel semester, and some 
think IL' hours in addition to 
their assistantship is too much. 
Nine credit hours would be 
a lighter load, and allow sin 
dents to fix us more on I heir 
assistantship if the) needed to, 
Guillory said. 
"You won't lose that lull lime 
credit il you need to drop a 
class,' he said. "Because some 
times emergencies happen." 
Credit hour- are determined 
IJV the state and based on stale 
funding I.ess credit hours could 
mean less money from the stale. 
according lo him. 
"I strongly feel this will 
help us in the long run, he 
said. "But there's advantages 
and disadvantages to ever) 
decision you make.' 
Assistantships would not be 
reduced, hut since the class load 
would be, il could take students 
longer loget their degree. 
However, students would 
not he required to lake onlj 
9 credit hours, and could lake 
IL' credits if they wanted. But 
communication is still going 
on. and nothing is set in stone 
yet, Guillory said, 
(,SS is also trying to start an 
"informalinvestigation" into the 
state of graduate travel funds. 
The graduate college distributes 
$tf).(KX) in graduate programs 
each year to be used spetifkatt) 
for attending and participating in 
conferences and seminars 
ess wants to make Mire 
the funds are being used as 
nothing hut travel funds lot 
graduate students. 
There haven't been any issues 
yet in departments not using 
their travel funds correctly, hut 
departments are not currentl) 
held accountable for the funds, 
rhe Graduate College gives the 
departments travel funds, hut 
doesn't follow up with iis use. 
Guillory said. 
Representatives at Large Greg 
Lucsko and 'iecca kleinheig warn 
to pass a resolution to support the 
Graduate College in following up 
on the distributed money. 
In the meantime, Guillory 
and   Vice   President   Sarah 
lalierty encouraged the sena 
tors to ask their department 
advisor about the stale of their 
travel funds to make sure the) 
have themone) the\ should. 
SOCCER PLAYER PROPOSES MARRIAGE AFTER FINAL HOME GAME 
HUMANS NEVER HAD A CHANCE 
FNOCHWU 
MARRY ME: 
Professor speaks of Race Relations project 
CHRISTIN4MCGINNIS 
ZOMBIE VICTORY: HG Undead ended thou wpklong game 
.. ■■   • id      .-.' tl 
•• ' 
the hoard ol/orntxestutiicd all of the foniainii'qhuii'dnstitto'nor' i. 
: 
By Michelle Bosserman 
I or tnosi people race i- a louch) 
subject. I iirl'enn Stale University 
professor Samuel Richards, race 
is a subject discussed often, and 
without limits or judgments. 
Richards,    who    is    from 
loledo. spoke at the Univrrsiiv 
I rida) about leaching Race 
in a Politically Correci World.' 
explaining hi- teaching- on race 
and the Race Relations projet i he 
en directsal I'sll 
The Race Relations project - 
mission is to ultimate!) change 
the environment to make race 
something -indents can discuss 
ireeh and openly, Richards said. 
The speaker was dynamic 
and interactive, asking audience 
members questions and having 
them answer and converse with 
others near them, 
In a response to a film clip 
where a white male voiced the 
myth thai "black people can 
jump higher than white people 
junior Willie Young responded 
with his own analog) ol being 
an avid sport- Ian and watching 
-port-on television. 
"I watch American foothalland 
soccer or IV and I notice the dil 
lerence in the vvav announcers 
talk about athletes.  Noting said 
"Whetl a while person make- a 
greal play, like Manning throw 
ing a  touchdown,  he'-   -mart 
fol nuking the plav. Hut when a 
black person make-a great plav. 
like VIcNabb throwing a touch 
down,  he's  more   athletic    loi 
making the plav." 
Viiingatlended a private-die ml 
until seventh grade. Switching to 
public school gave him a 
understanding and perspective 
mi lac e, he said. 
"People have blinders on.' 
Wing -aid. "People onlv -ee 
whai tile) want to see, and that's 
Ihe.ocietv welive in 
In lii- teac lung- about race 
inequalities, Kit haul- ha- live 
strategies lot being successful. 
I he first is to bring people to a 
general agreement about racial 
incqualit) belore going into the 
issues. I he second i- to prepare 
in In open in different pei-pn 
live-   ,[\u\   support   iinpopiil.n 
opinions. I he third i- to gel pea 
pie In break tlicit leal ol saying 
the wrong thing I he fourth i- to 
assume people are being honest. 
\nd the tilth strategy i- to keep 
working on personal issues. 
" rhe reason I in successful in 
the classroom i- because I get 
people thinking on the same page 
about rat ial inequality." Richards 
-aid I in nut naive. I know this is 
a-mall -tep. but if lain gel people 
to talk about rat e when the) get 
to thai loik in the load, they'll In- 
more likel) to have the i nnversa 
lion since tliey'vcahead) had ii in 
niv class." 
\ common  problem on  the 
i—ui' of race. Richards said, i- 
llial while people have learned 
tobesilenl on the subject. 
"Ihe thought ol being politi 
call) correct brought a log ol 
silence over white people.'' 
Richards -aid. "I he thought is 
il they sav anything that can he 
misconstrued in any way. they'll 
be-ecu a-a racist." 
Being politicallv correct consists 
ol a lew thing-. Richards said, lb 
be politicallv correct, cine inti-t 
think and speak coriccilv in terms 
ot lac V bv not offending people 
I hi- can lead to generalized cum 
nieiils or overall silence due to a 
leai ol hurting someone's feelings, 
he said. 
One ol the questions Hie hard- 
a-ked tlie audience to discuss 
u.i- how to teach  race  in  the 
classroom and what a teachei 
and student must do individu- 
al!) lo havetheconversalion suc- 
cessfully. 
Graduate student lennifer 
Brown tell thai showing respect 
lor ever) individual in the loom 
ua- kev. 
"When talking about race, 
people need to li\ to be Sensitive 
and show respect." she said Keep 
the conversation appropriate and 
(lout stepnvei anv lines.'' 
Richards'    class    discus 
-ion-  have  received  a  decent 
response, shown by the survey 
taken  bv   the student- at  the 
end ol the course, lie -aid less 
than 5 percent ol participants 
-aid the class wasn't worth their 
time and less than 2 percent 
ui participants -aid discussion 
tac dilators kept them from -av 
ing whal they wanted.   I liree- 
lotuihs of participants chose 
the)   would recommend  the 
classtoiheu peers. 
At one point dining the dis 
cussion, the topic ol white peo- 
plc a- a nun race was brought 
to Richards' attention, lie 
expressed, in the target sense, 
people get lumped togetliei and 
sometimes whitepeopleare seen 
as a generic category. 
" I hisisonerocklwillstandon 
and won't budge," Richards said, 
li teaches white people not to 
talk about race ,\\v\ leave- them 
uith no sense of what whiteness 
mean-, leaving them feeling less 
unified." 
Richards hopes to accomplish 
discussions of race outside tin 
classroom because it students 
aren't talking about race in the 
foreground, they're probabl) 
having it in the background with 
friends and solidifying stereo 
typical thoughts, lie said. 
People never know how it is to 
be white until I he) walk in while 
people's -hoe-.'' Richards -aid. 
"However, black or brown peopli 
have a better idea ol what it i- to 
he while than while people have 
to be blacki>l blown.' 
Is there a 
story in the 
BG News that 
you've felt 
you wanted 
to voice your 
opinion on? 
Well, what 
are you 
waiting for? 
check us out online: 
bgnews.com 
What am I? 
Almost everyone sees me 
without noticing me, for 
what is beyond is what he or 
she seeks. 
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last long 
Call TODAY! 
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arb Bretz Governor Strickland, Jel* Bret? 
• Over 30 years in 
rubber industry 
in Engineering, 
Human 
Resources and 
Sales 
• 11 years 
North Baltimore 
Village Council 
• 20 years North 
Baltimore EMS 
• Has successfully led 2 income tax reductions 
in North Baltimore 
• Has helped to bring jobs to northwest Ohio 
• My priorities will be: 
Jobs Education 
Environment      Healthcare 
. JOBS WILL BE MY TOP PRIORITY 
USSlt 
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OHIO GENERAI ASSIMBIY IIOUM DIMKK I SIX 
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Thinking About 
Law School? 
Then plan ly attend the Bowling Green State University Law Fair! Meet 
with law school representatives from Ohio, gather admissions materials, 
learn about the law school admissions process. This event is free and 
open to the public. If you're considering law school in the near future, 
Don't MISS THIS PROGRAM! 
What: Bowling Green State University Law Fair 
When: Tuesday, November 4,2008 
11:00 am -2:00 pin 
Where: Bowling Green State University 
Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Room 308 
For Further Details Contact: 
Department of Legal Studies 
264 Business Administration 
419-372-2376 
FORUM "We all play a part in the democracy we have." - Terry Burton. Director of the Wood County Board of Elections on the importance of voting on Election Day tomorrow [see POLLS, pg. 1]. Monday. November 5.2008 4 
r fcUr Lb UN   I Hb 3 I Kbb I   Besides voting, what is the best way to determine the next president? 
"Who can pass the 
citizenship test." 
JANELLE WILLIAMS. 
Freshman. 
Psychology 
"Which candidate 
sells the most 
Halloween masb of 
themselves." 
KELSEY FRANCIS. 
Senior. 
Tourism/Event Planning 
"An eating 
competition - 
preferably Nathan's 
Hotdogs." 
BRITTANY JACOBY. 
Senior. 
International Studies. 
"Have a primetime 
wrestling match." 
f\    VISIT US AT 
K!   BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
todays People On The 
ELLEN NEWMAN. 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your Senior 
IPC feedback at bgnewscom 
EDITORIAL ENDORSEMENT 
Obama right for students 
It's just nice to have a presiden- 
tial candidate who listens. 
More than any other candi- 
date in our lifetimes, Barark 
Obama cares about the issues, 
concerns and opinions of the 
nation's youngest voters. The 
voice of college students and 
other young Americans is 
finally being heard in a country 
where politicians have made a 
habit out of appealing to past 
generations. 
The BG News has given full 
consideration to both candi- 
dates before deciding which 
one to endorse during this his- 
toric election. Certainly lohn 
McCain has a longer resume 
than Obama. With a com- 
bined 2b' years in the House of 
Representatives and the Senate, 
on top of his distinguished ser- 
viceinthearmedforccs.McCain 
might be the best man for the 
job in any other year. And by the 
same token, Obama, elected to 
his first national office in 200-1, 
generates major concerns about 
inexperience. 
But as students struggle to 
Finance an education in order to 
enter a job market that is grim 
and uninviting, young people 
have been ignored the last eight 
years. Obama finally seems to 
be the candidate who will hear 
our pleas. 
Obama's actual platform is 
certainly more hospitable to 
younger, degree-seeking vot- 
ers. His proposed $4,000 tax 
credit for higher education and 
plan to simplify the financial 
aid process will obviously ben- 
efit college students, As where 
George \V. Bush was advocating 
for a ban on gay marriage four 
years ago during his re-election 
campaign (something seen as a 
non-issue by most young peo- 
ple), Obama has built a cam- 
paign around universal health 
care and a tax plan that will 
help insure the financial well- 
being of recent college gradu- 
ates — at least the recent college 
graduates who don't land jobs 
making more than $250,000 
annually si raight out of college. 
But as crucial as it is to evalu- 
ate the issues, it's also impor- 
tant to touch upon thecharacter 
and leadership that Obama has 
shown in his grueling 21-month 
campaign. College-aged voters 
have swarmed to Obama's ral- 
lies by the tens.of thousands 
during the past year and we 
have to assume it is in large part 
the appeal of Obama's earnest, 
passionate and straight forward 
message. In an age when cyni- 
cism wins the day, when it iscas- 
ier for a candidate like McCain 
to try to tear down his opponent 
by attempting to exploit each 
minor flaw, Obama has built a 
campaign on advocating ide- 
als and a message of hope and 
change (no matter how cliche 
and naive past generations may 
want to make it seem). 
This is why The BG News 
chooses to endorse the sena- 
tor from Illinois to be the next 
president of the United States. 
But regardless of what we 
think, let your voice be heard by 
casting your vote tomorrow. 
— The BC, News editori- 
als reflect the opinion of the 
editorial board, not necessarily 
the entire staff. 
WALKING IS STILL HONEST 
WW1 CUT VET? 
KEITH PAKIZ        -I      '.!',•■ 
Civic duty vs. academic 
responsibility on Election Day 
mm 3i 
MARISHA 
PIETROWSKI 
COLUMNIST 
As everyone with any contact 
with the outside world (hope- 
fully) knows, the United States 
will elect a new president 
tomorrow. 
1 will miss one of my classes 
on election day because 1 will 
be voting. Due to my extreme 
paranoia regarding absentee 
arid early voting a nd whet her or 
not my vote will count, I wanted 
to vote in person, the day of the 
elections, in my precinct closer 
to my home rather than the sin- 
gle early-vote location. 
With'that said. I do believe 
Ohio's new system of early vot- 
ing is a great way to get people 
out to vote in case they cannot 
make it to the polls tomorrow. 
However, election day is elec- 
tion day for a reason, and I feel 
there is nothing wrong with 
waiting until tomorrow to cast 
your vote. 
For those students registered 
to vote on campus or within a 
close driving distance to home, 
they may also decide to wait 
until election day to cast their 
votes and face the same predic- 
ament I am in. It may be impos- 
sible to avoid missing class or 
work in order to vote. Lines are 
predicted to be very long, and 
it will be difficult to gauge how 
much time it will take to vote. 
It is our civic responsibility to 
vote, and for many people, it may 
not be possible for them to do so 
without rearranging their sched- 
ules or missing classes. 1 believe 
that professors should recognize 
the importance of voting in this 
election, and that voting should 
be an excused absence. 
If I registered to vote on 
campus, I could attempt to 
make time before, after and 
in-between classes. However, 
I would have no way to guar- 
antee that I would make it to 
class on time or vote before the 
polls closed. I asked my profes- 
sor ahead of time if 1 could miss 
my class tomorrow, because I 
wanted to make sure I could 
allow myself as much time as 
possible to vote. 
Luckily, I have an understand- 
ing professor. Not everyone has 
the possibility to be excused 
from class (or can afford to miss 
class), and this is unfortunate. 
As young voters, it is important 
that we are given the chance to 
make our voice heard, especially 
since our votes may play a huge 
role in the outcome of the elec- 
tion. 1 would hate to see that a 
person does not get the chance 
to express their right to choose 
as a result of having to attend 
class. 
it is very important to bal- 
ance class and outside commit- 
ments, and if possible, people 
should do what they can in an 
effort to avoid missing classes 
to vote. Even if a professor is 
understanding or allows for an 
excused absence on election 
day, it still probably isn't the 
best idea to miss class unless it's 
absolutely necessary. 
However, if people feel that 
they must miss class in order to 
vote, professors should realize 
that this is not just a student 
skipping class; there is a legiti- 
mate reason for doing so. 
I worry that with Ohio's new 
law allowing for early voting, 
many professors will cite that a 
person should have voted early 
rather than waiting until elec- 
tion day. However, voting early 
or absentee requires the voter to 
give more personal information 
than necessary on election day, 
and there are increased chances 
of your vote being thrown out 
due to a mistake in filling out 
the forms. 
Unfortunately, the United 
States is not a nation that desig- 
nates election day as a holiday, 
or a weekend day when classes 
are not in session, and many 
businesses are closed. Ibis cre- 
ates many commitments that 
may get in the way of someone 
voting. 
It's too bad that the 
University's day off in the mid- 
dle of a week isn't happening 
this week to alleviate student 
voting concerns. The University 
is not holding classes next 
Tuesday (yes, Tuesday), Nov. 11 
in celebration of Veterans' Day. 
I had to check my calendar and 
the academic calendar numer- 
ous times to make sure that this 
was correct, and sure enough, 
it is. 
This shows that taking a day 
off in the middle of the week 
is not as unconventional as it 
seems. Maybe someday, elec- 
• tion day can be celebrated as the 
University celebrates Veterans' 
Day — in the middle of the 
week. 
However, in the meantime, 
voting should still betaken as an 
excuse for missed class. Having 
the chance to vote isn't an every- 
day occurrence, but. especially 
with a presidential election, it is 
an important occurrence. 
—Respond to Marisha at 
lhenews@bgnews.com. 
Dodging those darn drive-by screamers 
Are you a BGSU student? Do 
you enjoy walking down VVtaoster 
Street on weekend nights? And 
do you prefer to travel via foot or 
bicycle? 
If so, then get ready to be 
screamed at And bring your ear- 
plugs, too. 
If you've spent a year or two 
here, then you most definitely 
know what I'm referring to: car- 
bound students screaming at 
student pedestrians and bicy- 
clists from the windows of their 
gasoline-powered vehicles. But 
exactly why does this happen so 
frequently? 
I mean, it happened to me 
again last Friday night. Twice. I 
was riding my bicycle downtown - 
bound to get some hunger-killing 
foodstuffs, and suddenly a rather 
hairy individual poked his head 
out of a passing car's window to 
yell a handful of expletives in my 
general direction. 
And I'm pretty sure he wasn't 
yelling at the rather unsavory 
people who were exiting a nearby 
pizza place at the moment, lie 
was yelling at me. Definitely, 
I proceeded back to campus 
in order to consume and digest 
my stomach-filling sustenance. 
And then another car passed 
by, carrying another yell-happy 
bosk This time, the screamer pro 
claimed his apparent love of while 
T-shirts with a most flamlxryantly 
exclaimed statement: "Whoahha, 
I love white T-shirts! V^hhaha!" 
Apparently he liked the white 
T-shirt I was wearing. 
But that's just a guess. After 
all, what credit does my interior 
sophomore logic carry? 
Tin's happened to me quite fre- 
quently over the summer months 
as well. living on campus (and 
having virtually no access to on- 
campus dining options). I made 
regular trips to Wal-Mart and 
Meijers in order to procure food. 
During these lri|>s, I frequently 
encountered these car-bound 
screamers and their insatiable 
love of screaming at noncar- 
boiuul personnel. 1 also heard a 
motley assortment of proclama- 
tions from these screamers, to 
boot. 
I believe my bicycle-pedaling 
tendencies actually mark me 
as a potential target for these 
screamers who roar by in their 
2.5 cylinder compact cars with 
2.5 hubcaps and 2.5 passengers. 
Yes, this is actually true. 
Statistically, most of the cars 
which contain screamers (the 
ones which contain screamers 
who scream at me, at least) tend 
to be run-down subcompacts 
with missing wheel adorn- 
ments and usually one or two 
empty seats. 
You know, one guy drives and 
the other guy screams. Unless it's 
a convertible, of course. 
In that case, everybody joins 
in on the screamy fun. Forget 
driving. lust raise your head and 
growl like a drunken grizzly bear 
in the general direction of some- 
one on the sidewalk! That's how 
you do it! 
But alas. I cannot approach this 
topic with an attitude of inno- 
cence, for 1, too, am guilty of yell- 
ing at non car-bound people. 
Yes, I am a part-time screamer 
as well. 
last Friday night, I rodemy bicy- 
cle around downtown Bowling 
Green dressed in my purple and 
green I leathl-edger costume. And 
1 screamed at a few people. Yeah, I 
admit it, alright? But I have a the- 
ory on tliis: I believe that people 
whom drive/ride in motor vehi- 
cles (or bicycles, in my particular 
case) actually become screamers 
by default! 
Think about it: you're a college 
student... with a wheeled trans- 
port vehicle! Are you just going 
to drive around BG and not yell 
at people? Of course nol! You are 
going (and you are mandated by 
unwritten college rules) to scream 
until your vocal chords are shred- 
ded at the seams and your voice 
sounds like that of a half-asleep 
Keith Richards trying to perform 
Shakespeare with a tliroatful of 
Vaseline-coated marbles. It is your 
duty as a BGSU student to fero- 
ciously scream at anyone who 
walks or bikes on the sidewalks 
at night! 
Especially if that person is 
wearinga whiteT-shin. Now that's 
what I'm talking about 
So the next time you see some- 
one screaming at you from the 
gaping mouth of a hastily opened 
car door window, just remember 
one thing: It could very well be 
you who is screaming at... you... 
through the car window? 
Or it could be me. I guess it just 
depends on whether or not I'm 
riding my bike at the moment. 
—Respond to li'vi at 
tlienewsi>'bgriews.com 
LETTERST0 THE EDITOR 
A helpful Election Day 
checklist for students 
lust a couple of bits of advice to 
students who are going to vote 
tomorrow: 
1. I did a lot of voter registra- 
tion and quite often was told that 
somebody was registered and 
was planning on voting absen- 
tee back home. If you forgot to 
request an absentee ballot, you 
can still legally vote on election 
day as long as you are regis- 
tered in the state of Ohio. Call 
the Board of Elections at 419- 
354-9120 to ask where your poll- 
ing location is considering your 
current Bowling Green address, 
(io to that polling location and 
request a provisional ballot. 
2. If you are voting on tomor- 
row, make sure to go early in 
the day as the lines will likely be 
shorter. In 2004, there were long 
lines at the Union polling pre- 
cinct late in the day. Early in the 
day, though, the lines were pret- 
ty short. I recommend getting up 
early before your first class and 
getting your voting done early. 
3. There are a lot of important 
races besides the presidential 
election. Important "downtick- 
et" races include the attorney 
general, state legislature and 
clerk of courts. In addition, there 
are important issues to vote on. 
One excellent Web site that has 
nonpartisan information about 
these races is http://www.wcne!. 
org/-lwvbg/ 
4. Mos! importantly, remem- 
ber to vote and proudly wear 
your "1 voted" sticker throughout 
the day. This will be an election 
that future generations will be 
talking about. Make sure to vote 
so that you can brag that you 
played part of this history. 
—MikeZickar, Associate 
Professor of Psychology and 
Cliairman of the Wood County 
Democratic Party. Respond to 
him at lhenews@bgnews.com. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor 
I E-mail us at thenews<*>bgnews.com. 
I Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center, 
i Call us at 419-572-6966. 
i Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
are generally to be fewer than 300 
words These are usually in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bowling Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS are generally 
longer pieces between 400 and 
700 words These are usually also in 
response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area. Two submissions per 
month maximum. 
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor 
and Guest Columns are printed 
as space on the Opinion Page 
permits. Additional Letters to the 
Editor or Guest Columns may be 
published online Name, year and 
phone number should be included 
for verification purposes. Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not be 
printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an 
attachment to thenews@bgnews. 
com with the subject line marked 
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest, 
Column. All submissions are sub- 
ject to review and editing for length 
and clarity before printing. The 
editor may change the headlines to 
submitted columns and letters at his 
or her discretion 
Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the view of The BG News 
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PALIN PRANK CALL: This June 2.2004 file photo shows Montreal radio station humorists Sebastien Trudel. left, and Marc-Antoine 
Audette. right, known as the "Masked Avengers" The Masked Avengers, a radio pairing notorious for prank calls to celebrities and heads of 
state, prank called Republican vice presidential candidate Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin on Saturday. Nov. 1.2008 Palm unwittingly took the call 
Saturday Tiom Audette posing as French President Nicolas Sarkozy. 
Comedians posing as French 
president prank call Palin 
By Gi.irmjine Noronha 
The Associated Press 
TORONTO — Sarah Palin unwit- 
tingly took a prank call Saturday 
from a Canadian comedian pos- 
ing as French President Nicolas 
Sarkozy and telling her she would 
make a good president someday. 
"Maybe in eight years," replies 
a laughing Palin. 
The Republican vice presi- 
dential nominee discusses poli- 
tics, the perils of hunting with 
Vice President Dick Cheney, and 
Sarkozy's "beautiful wife," in a 
recording of the six-minute call 
released Saturday and set to air 
today on a Ouebec radio station. 
Palin campaign spokeswom- 
an Tracey Schmitt confirmed 
she had received the prank call. 
"Governor Palin was mildly 
amused to learn that she had 
joined the ranks of heads of state, 
including President Sarkozy and 
other celebrities, in being tar- 
geted by these pranksters. C'est 
la vie," she said. 
The call was made by a well- 
known Montreal comedy duo 
Marc-Antoine Audette and 
Sebastien Trudel. Known as 
the Masked Avengers, the two 
are notorious for prank calls to 
celebrities and heads of state. 
Audette, posing as Sarkozy, 
"I look forward to 
working with you and 
getting to meet you... 
and your beautiful wife." 
Sarah Palin | Governor of Alaska 
speaks in an exaggerated French 
accent and drops ample hints 
that the conversation is a joke. 
But Palin seemingly does not 
pick up on them. 
He tells Palin one of his favor- 
ite pastimes is hunting, also a 
passion of the'44-year-old Alaska 
governor. 
"I just love killing those ani- 
mals. Mmm, mmm, take away 
life, that is so fun," the fake 
Sarkozy says. 
He proposes they go hunting 
together by helicopter, some- 
thing he says he has never done. 
"Well, I think we could have 
a lot of fun together while we're 
getting work done," Palin coun- 
ters. "We can kill two birds with 
one stone that way." 
The comedian jokes that they 
shouldn't bring Cheney along on 
the hunt, referring to the 2006 
incident in which the vice-presi- 
dent shot and injured a friend 
while hunting quail. 
Tllbeacarcfulshot," responds 
Palin. 
Playing off the governor's much- 
mocked comment in an early 
television interview that she had 
insights into foreign policy because 
"you can actually see Russia from 
land here in Alaska," the caller tells 
hen "You know we have a lot in 
common also, because... from my 
house I am see Belgium.'' 
She replies: "Well, see, we're 
right next door to different coun- 
tries that we all need to be work- 
ing with, yes." 
When Audette refers to 
Canadian singer Steph Cane 
as Canada's prime minister, 
Palill replies: "Well, he's doing 
fine and yeah, when you come 
into a position underestimated 
it gives you an opportunity to 
prove the pundits and the crit- 
ics wrong. You work that much 
harder." Canada's prime minis- 
ter is Stephen Harper. 
Palin praises Sarkozy through- 
out the call and also mentions 
his wife Carla Bruni, a model- 
tumccl-songwriter. 
"You know, I look forward to 
working with you and getting to 
meet you personally and your 
beautiful wife," Palin says. "Oh 
my goodness, you've added a lot 
of energy to your country with 
that beautiful family of yours." 
Candidates rally last-mijiute in swing states 
By N.dra Pickl.r 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS — Barack Obama 
and John McCain uncorked 
massive gel-out-the-vote opera- 
tions in more than a dozen bat- 
tleground states yesterday, mil- 
lionsof telephone calls, mailings 
and door-knockings in a fren- 
zied, fitting climax to a record- 
shattering $1 billion campaign. 
Together, they'll spend about S8 
per presidential vote. 
With just two days to go, most 
national polls show Obama 
ahead of McCain. State sur- 
veys suggest the Democrat's 
path to the requisite 270 elec- 
toral votes -*■ and perhaps far 
beyond — is much easier to 
navigate than McCain's. 
Obama exuded confidence. 
"The last couple of days, I've 
been just feeling good," he 
told 80,000 gathered to hear 
him — and singer Bruce 
Springsteen — in Cleveland. 
"The crowds seem to grow 
and everybody's got a smile 
on their face. You start think- 
ing that maybe we might be 
able to win an election on 
November 4th." 
Earlier, in Columbus, Obama 
urged a crowd that police esti- 
mated at 60.000 to vote at a near- 
by polling place before it closed 
yesterday evening. 
"Do not delay because we 
have work to do," he said from 
the Ohio Statehouse steps. 
A show of hands showed 
that most in the crowd already 
had voted. 
Columbus Mayor Michael 
Coleman, a Democrat, said it 
was the largest gathering ever 
for a local political event, while 
Gov. Ted Strickland predicted 
that Ohio "will be in the Obama- 
Biden column." 
In Peterborough, N.H., 
McCain held his final town hall- 
style event in the state that put 
him on the national map in 2000 
and launched his GOP prima- 
ry comeback eight years later. 
"I come to the people of New 
Hampshire to ask them to let me 
go on one more mission," said 
McCain, who is looking for an 
upset victory against Obama. 
Polls showthe six closest states 
are Florida, Indiana, Missouri, 
North Carolina, Nevada and 
Ohio. All were won by Bush and 
made competitive by Obama's 
record-shattering fundraising. 
The campaigns also are run- 
ning aggressive ground games 
elsewhere, including Iowa, 
New Mexico, Pennsylvania. 
New Hampshire, Colorado and 
Virginia. 
Third-party candidates not likely 
to be spoilers in this election 
By Mitch W.|„ 
The Associated Press 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — It's 
lunchtime, and Mary Goode 
is leaning toward voting for 
Republican lohti McCain. By 
dinner, she admits she might be 
for Democrat Barack Obama. 
But there's no chance that 
on Election Day she will he 
for any candidate from a 
third party. 
"This election is too impor- 
tant," said Goode, a 43-year- 
old accountant from Charlotte. 
"That would just be like throw- 
ing my vote away. I'm not going 
to do that." 
Without billionaire II. Ross 
Perot and his flip charts, Bill 
Clinton might not have won 
the White House in 1992. If 
Ralph Nader hadn't won 
32,000 votes in Florida, Al 
Core might have moved into 
the Oval Office in 2000. 
But this year, neither Nader, 
former COP Rep. Bob Barr — 
running as a Libertarian — or 
any of the other small-party 
Candidates who have qualified 
for the ballot in some states 
appears likely to play the role 
of spoiler. 
"In some sense, there are 
some purists who say you 
have to vote for what's right. 
You just can't vole for the less- 
er of two evils," said Dennis 
(itildford, a political science 
professor at Drake University 
in Iowa. 
"But with the economy in 
the situation it's in, 1 don't 
think people feel like they 
have the luxury of just shop- 
ping around. They're saying: 
'Somebody has to fix this in 
a hurry and you know it's not 
going to be one of these third- 
party guys.'" 
There is a long history of 
third-party candidates in 
presidential politics, but few 
"This election is too 
important. That would 
just be like throwing 
my vote away." 
Mary Goode | Voter 
that could be called a suc- 
cess. Among those that con- 
nected with voters are two 
relics of racial politics: Strom 
Thurmond won 39 electoral 
votr>s in 194B on the States' 
Rights Democrats ticket and 
Alabama Gov. George Wallace's 
1968 bid on the American 
Independent ticket captured 
46 electoral votes. 
"Since 1832 — the birth 
of the modern Democratic 
Party — only 13 times has a 
third-party candidate actually 
pulled better than 5 percent of 
the vote," Goldford said. "So 
as much as people complain 
about the two major parties, 
people tend to vote over- 
whelmingly for them." 
Third-party candidates can 
affect the outcome. 
While he did not win any 
electoral votes in 1992. Perot 
won 19 percent of the popular 
vote and helped push Clinton 
Into office. Nader did not come 
close to Perot's level of support 
in 2000. but because it came 
disproportionately from voters 
who were otherwise likely to 
vote for Gore, it was enough to 
swing the outcome of a tight 
race to George W. Bush. 
"It would have made a dif- 
ference in Florida and New 
Hampshire," said Charles 
Prysby, a political science 
professor at the University of 
North Carolina at Greensboro. 
"If Nader had not been on the 
ballot anywhere, his 2.7 per- 
cent — a lion's share would 
have gone to Gore, And that 
would have put him over the 
top in those two states." 
So is there any chance of 
that this year? Probably not. 
Barr is on the ballot in the 
six states that are viewed as 
tossups heading into Election 
Day: North Carolina, Florida, 
Indiana, Missouri, Nevada and 
Ohio, worth a total of 89 elec- 
toral votes. Nader is on the bal- 
lot in four of them, and is eli- 
gible as a write-in candidate in 
North Carolina and Indiana. 
But neither registers any sig- 
nificant support in recent polls 
conducted in those states. And 
unlike past third-party candi- 
dates who did well at the bal- 
lot box. neither Barr nor Nader 
are charismatic campaigners 
focused on a single issue. 
"Do they represent a particu- 
lar section oft hecountry at this 
point? No. Have they managed 
to capture great popular dis- 
content on a particular issue. 
No," Goldford said. "There's 
nothing particular that Barr or 
Nader is saying that resonates 
with these folks." 
Barr, a former (ieorgia con- 
gressman, is polling around 4 per- 
centage points in his home state. 
That could give Obama a chance 
against McCain in the recently 
reliable Republican state, but if 
the Illinois senator wins then', it is 
almost sure to be part of a nation- 
wide landslide and not a 2000- 
styrle squeaker. 
Paul Davidson, S3, a retired 
police officer from Charlotte, 
said he tried to read up on all 
the candidates — including 
Barr. But in the end. he plans 
to vote for McCain. 
"I think it's great you have 
all these people running. That's 
what America is all about," 
Davidson said. "But you have to 
think long and hard about how 
you're going to vote. I like Barr, 
hut McCain needs every vote he 
can get to beat Obama." 
McCain pokes fun at himself on SNL 
NEW YORK (AP) - Republican 
John McCain poked fun at his 
presidential campaign's finan- 
cial shortcomings and his repu- 
tation as a political maverick 
in an appearance on NBC's 
"Saturday Night Live." 
The presidential hopeful 
made a cameo appearance at 
the beginning of the show, with 
Tina ley reprising her memora- 
ble impersonation of McCain's 
running mate, Alaska Gov. 
Sarah Palin. 
McCain, who is trailing 
Democrat Barack Obama in 
most battleground state polls, 
also appeared during the show's 
"Weekend Update" newscast to 
announce he would pursue a 
new campaign strategy in the 
closing days of the campaign. 
"1 thought I might try a 
strategy called the reverse 
maverick. That's where I'd do 
whatever anybody tells me," 
McCain said. 
And if that didn't work. "I'd 
go to the double maverick. I'd 
just go totally berserk and freak 
everybody out," the Arizona 
senator quipped. 
Earlier in the show, McCain 
and Fey, portraying Palin, 
said they couldn't afford a 
half-hour campaign com- 
mercial on network television 
MVIDKAftP    /.: W-; T, 
MCCAIN ON SNL: Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain. R-Ariz.. and his 
wife Cindy McCain arrive at NBC studios where he appeared on Saturday Night Live last 
Saturday in New York 
like Democrat Barack Obama 
aired earlier this week. They 
said they'd sell campaign 
products on the QVC shop- 
ping channel instead. 
Among other things, McCain 
advertised a set of knives to cut 
through pork in Washington. 
I Ms wife, Cindy McCain, briefly 
appeared to advertise "McCain 
Fine-Gold" jewelry, a play on the 
campaign finance law McCain 
authored     with    Wisconsin 
Democratic Sen. Kuss Feingold. 
Fey, as Palin, advertised a 
set of "Joe" dolls commemo- 
rating |oc the Plumber, loe 
Six Pack and her Democratic 
rival, loe Biden. 
The pretend Palin also pulled 
out T-shirts saying "Palin 2012" 
and said she wouldn't be return- 
ing to Alaska after the election. 
"I'm either running in four 
years or I'm going to be a white 
Oprah," she said. 
For Proven Leadership with Positive Results 
- ELECT- 
L MARK HUMMER 
Wood County Sheriff 
on NOV. 4 
• Over 2 decades of law enforcement experience, currently 
as Lake Twp. Police Chief 
• Endorsed by 14 former leaders at Wood County Sheriff's 
office and by current township officals 
• Fiscal Responsibility without compromising safety 
• Elect a Cop, not a politian 
www.hummer-for-sheriff.com 
HOMELAND SECURITY BEGINS AT HOME 
6MondayNowmbgi5.2008 STATE WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Percentage of who likely voters will vote for in Ohio 
Source: The Columbus Dispatch 
•Sampling error margin plus or minus 2 percentage points 
Obama ahead of McCain, 
according to newspaper pol 
COLUMBUS (AP) — A new 
Ohio newspaper poll shows 
Democrat liarack Obama 
with a six-point lead over 
Republican ]ohn McCain in 
this crucial swing state. 
The mail poll gives Obama 
a 52 percent to 46 percent 
lead right days before the 
election. Obama's lead is 
virtually unchanged from 
the seven point lead he held 
over McCain in the last 
Dispatch poll, conducted 
in late September and early 
October. 
Obama's edge remained 
despite McCain's use of 
Ohio's own |oe the Plumber 
to attack Obama's tax plan. 
Obama could become the 
first Democratic presidential 
candidate to win more (nan 
50 percent of the Ohio vote 
since l.vndon B. Johnson in 
1964. 
About 22 percent of the 
voters who voted for Sen. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton 
in the Democratic prima- 
ry say (hey are supporting 
McCain. 
The Dispatch poll was 
conducted Oct. 22-Oct. 31 
among 2,164 likely Ohio 
voters. 
Minister killed by gunshot church deacon wounded 
COVINGTON.Ky. (APl-Agun- 
man fatally shot a Cincinnati 
minister and wounded a church 
deacon jusl afler the two men 
arrived at a northern Kentucky 
church to attend a funeral, 
police said. 
Court records in Hamilton 
County, Ohio, rcvcalcdayearlong 
dispute between the accused 
gunman and the minister, the 
Rev. Donald 1 airbanks Sr. 
Fairbanks and DowdeU Cobb 
were shot just before 11 a.m. 
Saturday, police said.Thcgunman 
chased one of die men to a near- 
by park, where he shot the man a 
second time, said Lee Russo, the 
police chief in Covington, Ky. 
It was unclear which of the 
men was shot in the park. 
Frederick L. Davis, of 
Covington. quickly sur- 
rendered to police and was 
charged with murder, first 
degree assault, criminal mis- 
chief and violating an emer- 
gency protection order. I le was 
being held without bail and is 
scheduled to appear in court 
today. A Kenton County, Ky.. jail 
representative said Davis had 
no attorney listed. 
Fairbanks, pastor of 
Cincinnati's New Si. Paul 
Missionary Baptist Church, died 
later Saturday at St. Elizabeth 
Medical Outer in Covington, 
authorities said. Cobb. a dea- 
con at the church, was treat- 
ed at University Hospital in 
Cincinnati. A hospital spokes- 
man declined to release infor- 
mation on (lohb's condition. 
In |une 2007, Fairbanks filed 
a complaint accusing Davis of 
making a threatening phone 
call to his wife, records showed. 
I (avis, 40, pleaded guilty to dis- 
orderly conduct in October 2007, 
and a judge sentenced him to a 
year probation and ordered him 
to stay away from Fairbanks and 
New St. Paid Baptist Church. 
Fairbanks and Cobb had 
hoped to attend the funeral of 
a 71-year-old woman who was 
related to a member of New St. 
Paul's congregation. 
Officials at Covinglon's Ninth 
Street Baptist Church went 
ahead with an abbreviated ser- 
vice lor the woman alter the 
shooting. 
"To think that somebody 
would have total disregard for 
the family,'' the Rev. Richard 
Fowler, Ninth Street's pastor, 
said ol the gunman. 
They're already bereaved 
over the loss of a family 
member." 
Cfll pflM FApTQ Freddie, Mrs. Freddie Falcon, and 
rnn EMS OTiirr Frieda a" made their first PUb,ic 
run FRfcfc STUFF appearances in different years but at 
the same sporting event which was 
a) Baseball     C) Football 
b) Basketball  fj) Hockey 
CONTEST RULES: 
— Look for a new question on BGSU trivia 
every week in the BGNews 
— Submit an answer on BGNews.com 
before Saturday each week 
— For each correct answer 
you receive points 
— After Thanksgiving Break, the person 
with the most points will be announced 
WINNER GETS: 
— A one time $500 shopping spree at 
SBX (not including textbooks) 
Must be spent before winter break 
■ 
LASTWEKSthe first Olympic gold 
n ft k medal won by a BGSU 
student was in what sport? 
a) BasketbaltjjTridrZ} 
b) Hockey      fj 1 Men's Figure Skating 
Election race in Ohio stays tight, both 
sides optimistic about their chances 
By Philip Elliott 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS.Ohio-Democrats 
say they have been paddingthcir 
lead ahead of tomorrow's elec- 
tion, logging hundreds of thou- 
sands of early votes. Republicans 
here in this Fiercely contested 
state say their models have pro- 
duced recent wins despite their 
rivals' bluster. 
Come tomorrow, we'll know 
who is right. 
At least 1.5 million Ohioans 
will have cast ballots ahead 
of tomorrow's elections, the 
state's elections chief predicted. 
Campaign aides say that num- 
ber is likely to be revised as vot- 
ers have the chance for the First 
time in Ohio to cast a ballot early 
without an excuse. 
"If we get our votes out, the 
way things are breaking, it's still 
tight in Ohio," said Rep. Tim 
Ryan, a Youngstown Democrat. 
So here in Columbus, where 
registered Democrats outnum- 
ber Republicans by a 2-to-l 
margin, Obama and McCain 
supporters went door-to-door 
this weekend, looking for any 
unturned voter. 
"Have you voted yet?" Obama 
supporter lim Moore asked 
northern Columbus resident 
Andrew (ones, who had just got- 
ten home. "You are going to vote 
on Tuesday? You know where 
your polling location is, right?" 
lones tells him that, yes, he 
planned to vote for Obama. 
The polling place is right down 
the tree-lined and windy street, 
Moore tells him. Plenty of time 
to volunteer a few hours for the 
campaign after voting, right? 
"I'm kind of full right now," 
Young replied, takinga draw from 
his almost finished cigarette. 
Therein lies the quandary for 
Obama's campaign. Polls show 
Obama tied with McCain, but 
there's no telling if the voters will 
be there. Obama draws broad 
support from first-time voters 
and sporadic voters. Without 
them, there is no way he wins. 
Thai's why Obama has made 
such an aggressive push to get 
these people to vote early. It's 
"If we get our votes 
out, the way things 
are breaking, it's still 
tight in Ohio." 
Tim Ryan | Representative 
also why McCain aides and 
advisers aren't despondent over 
high early voting turnout. 
Here in Franklin County, 
almost 220,000 voters have cast 
ballots early — overwhelmingly 
Democrats logging their support 
But not all. 
Retiree Denver Ward told 
Obama supporters this week- 
end to go away. 
"He's too young," Ward told 
Obama volunteers as they walked 
through his north Columbus 
neighborhood. "We don't have 
long enough for you to convince 
me. 1 le's just too young." 
Others just have doubts. 
"Mysonsaysthatifhe [Obama] 
is elected, he's assassinated in 
the First month," said Nancy Teal, 
who was sitting on her Columbus 
front porch and still considering 
a vote for Obama. 
A few blocks away, more 
knocks on more doors. 
Angela Kirk said she cast her 
ballot early for Obama. 
"I have one that's in school 
and one that's an infant. It's 
impossible [to vote on Election 
Dayl. My husband works in the 
evenings so I don't have anyone 
to watch the kids," said Angela 
Kirk, a stay-at-home mother. 
Still, her McCain-supporting 
husband's vote would cancel 
hers out. 
lason Mauk, the Ohio 
Republican Party's top opera- 
tive and veteran of President 
Bush's 2004 re-election bid, said 
McCain can still win. 
"We've proven our effective- 
ness in voter turnout during the 
last two presidential elections. I'm 
confident in our program,'' Mauk 
said. "Our grassroots volunteers 
understand our programs." 
In Ohio, Republican aides say 
they've surpassed Bush's 2004 
benchmarks by 40 percent. 
"We know how that election 
turned out," Mauk said. 
Even so, Obama aides touted 
340,846 doors knocked in Ohio 
last weekend. McCain's aides 
and advisers bristle with frus- 
tration with Obama's numbers, 
but don't release their own state- 
by-state numbers. 
McCainPoliticalDirectorMike 
DuHaime said his camp had 5.4 
million phone calls and door- 
knocks nationwide last week, 
and Thursday alone brought 1.3 
million phone calls. 
Twenty-six million voters have 
been contacted by GOP volun- 
teers over the past four months, 
according to the Republican 
National Committee. 
DuHaime. a top Republican 
hand, noted that the same week 
in 2004 brought just 1.9 million 
contacts during a year that both 
parties acknowledge was the 
gold standard. 
RNC Political Director Rich 
Becson dismissed questions if it 
was enough. 
"It is doing what it was 
designed to do," he said. 
In some cases, the goal is simply 
to contain Obama's momentum. 
McCain and Obama both have 
fought for southern Ohio's Scioto 
County, the base for popular 
Democratic Gov. Ted Strickland. 
It is overwhelmingly Democratic 
— Republicans have 8,144 reg- 
istered voters to Democrats' 
17,688. Yet of the early votes, 2,559 
Democrats have returned ballots 
to Republicans' 1,442. Another 
1,704 didn't identify themselves 
by party, likely because they 
were voters who hadn't voted in 
previous primaries. 
President Bush won that coun- 
ty by only 1,432 votes in 2004. 
Both campaigns point to 
Scioto County as a bellwether for 
the rest of Ohio's Appalachian 
region. It's a socially conser- 
vative, rural area that borders 
Kentucky and went for Bill 
Clinton's presidential bids twice. 
"We're still fighting We're still 
behind," McCain campaign chief 
Rick Davis said. "We still think 
we've got plenty of time to close 
the gap enough to make this elec- 
tion competitive and win it." 
neBiSTmn 
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Registration begins for: 
Graduate Students 
Non-Degree Graduate Students 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Sophomores 
Freshmen 
Guest Students 
2009 
October 20 
October 22 
October 28 
November 4 
November 12 
November 18 
November 24 
Don't miss out! See your advisor now! 
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS 101 Univeisity Hall 372-8943 
Arts 4 Sciences 205 Mmm&tratW) Building 372-2015 
Business Administration 371 Business Administration Building 372-2747 
Education & Human Development 365 Education Building 372-7372 
Health & Human Services 102 HMltn Center 372-8242 
Musical Arts 1031 Moore Musical Ads Building 372-2181 f 102 Technology Building 372-75B1 
Firelands 101 West Building 372-0676 
Register using My.BGSU.edll 
To find your exact registration day and time, 
go to the Office of Registration and Records website at 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar BGSU. 
Office of Registration and Records 
ll0AdrM4traoonBuld>ng 
ftegi«r«iionrtotine41»-372-4444 
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i Golden boys 
VOLLEYBALL' U 
Netters continue 
winning ways 
After beating MAC East 
rival Miami in three sets on 
Thursday, the BG volleyball 
team was able to take down 
MAC West leader Western 
Michigan in five sets. It was 
BG's 10th five-set match of 
the season. 
Page 8 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure and log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for contin- 
ued updates on all BG sports. 
We will be covering the 
football team's preparations 
for Ohio this weekend as well 
some basketball coverage. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1995-FirstNBAgameat 
SkyDome sees Toronto beat 
New Jersey 94-79. 
1982—Detroit blocks 20 
Cavliers shots tying a NBA 
record. 
1962—Wilt Chamberlain 
scores 72 points against the 
Warriors. 
1899-James Jeffries beats 
Tom Sharkey in 25 rounds for. 
the heavyweight title. 
The List 
BG finally found its offense 
against Kent State in a 45-30 
win. but that's not the only 
story from the game. Here are 
the top five storylines: 
1. Tyler Sheehan: 
BG's guarterback outshined 
his two picks with three total 
touchdowns and 109 yards 
rushing. 
2. Jason Rice: The 
Falcons may have found their 
running back in Rice who had 
91 rushing yards and a 41-yard 
pass. 
3. Julian Edelman: 
KSU's guarterback rushed 
the baii for 170 yards and two 
touchdowns. Through the 
air, Edelman had two 
interceptions and two 
touchdowns. 
4. Offense: The offense 
found its stride against KSU 
putting up 28 points in the 
first half and 45 overall, their 
best showing since Wyoming. 
5. Home win: BG finally 
got its first home win this 
weekend after dropping the 
first three home contests of 
the season. 
LEAPING FOR SIX: BG running tack Anthony Turner jumps over a Kent State defender in order to reach the end zone during Saturday's 45-50 victoiy 
Falcons' offense shines in decisive win 
By Andrew H.ii ner 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Ever since Miami ran the ball 
down BG's throat in the Falcons 
last home game, a lot has been 
said and written about how poor- 
ly BG's run defense Has been per- 
forming. 
However, not much was said 
about the offense that wasn't 
scoring in past games. 
Lost in the allure of the 45-30 
win over Kent State is the fact 
that Julian Edelman and Eugene 
Jarvis combined to rush for 259 
yards. 
But since BG's offense put up 
k 
jtite 
AT BGNEWS.COM: Be sureto log on 
to our Web site (or an audio slideshow of 
Saturday's game set to the music of the 
so many points and got its first 
home win, no one really noticed. 
"It's always nice to get a home 
win," said quarterback Tyler 
Sheehan. "Unfortunately it's our 
first this far into the season, but 
it's always nice to get that one." 
After racking up a 28-0 lead in 
the first half, it was only natural 
that BG dominated the stat sheet 
and would come out ready to 
play the second half. 
"1 feel great for the kids they 
really deserved it today," said 
coach Gregg Brandon. "After we 
jumped on them early there was 
a natural tendency to let up, and 1 
don't think that happened." 
At the half, the Falcons defense 
had allowed 69 rushing yards and 
60 passing yards while holding 
WIN 
Sheehan, Edelman use legs to impact game 
By Chrli Voloichuk 
Sports Editor 
At any level of football, quarterbacks 
usually get noticed for how well they 
throw the ball. 
If a guy can hit receivers in stride, 
air it out occasionally and be very 
accurate, hes going to receive acco- 
lades. 
And if a quarterback can gain 
chunks of yardage by calling his own 
number and running, it's icing on 
the cake. 
On Saturday, BG's Tyler Sheehan 
and Kent State's Julian Edelman 
had marginal success passing the 
ball, but were both dynamic on the 
ground. Sheehan rushed for 109 
yards and Edelman for 170. 
While Sheehan is known 
mostly for his ability to 
complete passes, a big 
part of the game plan was 
for him to call his own 
number. 
"We had a great plan 
going in to run Tyler in the 
first quarter," said head coach 
Gregg Brandon. "He did a nice 
job with it, and our offensive 
coaches did a great job with the 
play calling." 
Muvlian's 109 yards wereacareer- 
high. He even scored a touchdown 
I 
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CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I THE BG NEWS 
TOUCHDOWN: Kent State QB Julian 
Edelman runs into the end zone. 
on a 16-yard run late in the second 
quarter. 
After BG's 45-30 victory, Sheehan 
said he'd talked to coaches about 
carrying the ball more for weeks, 
but wasn't sure if it would actually 
happen. 
"I've been talking to the coaches 
about letting me run a little bit more, 
and usually it's been in a joking 
BBANDONHEISS I THEBGWWS 
TAKING OFF: BG QB Tyler Sheehan runs 
for positive yardage. 
manner," he said. "As long as we gain 
yards, 1 don't care how we do it" 
On the visitors' side, Edelman was 
Kent's offensive catalyst all game, 
scrambling almost routinely en 
route to his 170-yard total. His abil- 
ity to shed defenders and rum on his 
See LEGS 
SCORING SUMMARY 
First Quarter 
5:19- Anthony Turner, 11-yard rush 
(SinJsa Vrvilo kick). BG 7-0 
Second Quarter: 
12:15 - Corey Partridge, 1-yard pass 
from Tyler Sheehan (Vrvilo kick). 
BG H-o 
5:43 - Jimmy Scheidler. 21*yard pass 
from Sheehan (Vrvilo kick). BG 21-0 
0:49 - Sheehan, 16-yard rush (Vrvilo 
kklc). BG 28-0 
Third Quarter: 
11:37 - Sam Kirkland. 18-yard pass 
from Julian Edelman (Nate Reed 
kick), BG28:7 
6:17 - Vrvilo, 42-yard field goal. BG 
31-7 
2:08 - Edelman. 3-yard rush 
(Edelman 2-point conversion rush), 
BG 31-15 
Fourth Quarter: 
9:19 - Andrew Beam. 7-yard rush 
(Vrvilo kick). BG 38-14 
5:21 - Edelman, 6-yard rush (Eugene 
Jarvis 2-point conversion rush). BG 
38-23 
4:26 - Jason Rice. 33-yard rush 
(Vrvilo kick). BG 45-23 
2:29 - Leneric Muldrowl 5-yard pass 
from Edelman (Reed kick). BG 
45-30 
Mid-American Conference 
STANDINGS 
EAST 
Akron—4-4 (2-2) 
T«mpl«-5-6(2-5) 
Mi»mi-2-6 (1-5) 
K»nt Stit»-2-7 (1-4) 
Ohte-2-7(M) 
WEST 
C. Mkhigan-7-2 (5-0) 
Ball St»t»-8-0 (4-0) 
W. Mlehigan-7-2 (5-1) 
N. lllinol«-5-3 (4-1) 
1bWo-2-6(l-3) 
E. Michigan-2-8 (1-5) 
The win over 
Kent provides 
a sigh of relief 
Falcon football fans, you can 
finally exhale. 
To be honest, everyone asso- 
ciated with the team probably is, 
too, and fora number of reasons. 
First and foremost, the Falcons 
won at home. Normally, this result 
wouldn't matter so much in the 
grand scheme of the season. But, 
because the team was 0-3 at Doyt 
Perry Stadium, the 45-30 thump- 
ing of Kent on Saturday surely 
made a big difference in terms of 
morale and blood pressure levels. 
The Doyt has finally been 
defended, and no locks were 
needed on the gate. 
To go along with the home win, 
t he offensive efficiency we grew so 
accustomed to seeing last season 
finally returned. BG put up 462 
total yards and scored six touch- 
downs. 
Kent, the MAC's top rushing 
team, was outrun by two yards, 
261-259. For the first time since 
the Wyoming game in week four, 
BG looked on the same page and 
moved the ball with ease most of 
the game. 
With the offensive outburst, the 
Falcons may have found two new 
go-to-guys to get them through 
the last three games of the season 
in the same way Anthony Turner 
picked them up last year. 
lason Rice, a redshirt freshman 
who has been moved to four dif- 
ferent positions, saw time at run- 
ning back and had command per- 
formance, gaining 91 yards and 
scoring a touchdown. He made 
See RELIEF I Page 8 
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Falcon netters come back in five 
sets to beat Western Michigan 
By Scan Shapiro 
Reporter 
After knocking off ilu- MAC East 
leads Miami Thursday night BG 
did the same to MAC West lead- 
er Western Michigan in five sets 
Saturday 
The comeback win was the 10th 
time this season the Falcons have 
gone the distance and taken a 
match live sets, for the ninth time 
BG won that fifth set 
"They feel so confident when 
they an- forced to go to the fifth set 
and tonight it was critical to get to 
that fifth set since we dropped the 
Brst two," said head coach IX-nisc 
\,m Ik-Wall.- 
With the win BG has control 
ovc-r their own destiny and with 
four MAC matches remaining the 
Falcons can win their first division 
title since the 2001 season. 
"We have never been in this 
position, it was huge dial we beat 
Western. That was just a huge con- 
fidence booster for us. it put it into 
perspective that we can win the 
MAC this season." junior Corey 
Domeksaid. 
In the match Western jumped 
out to an earlv two sets to none 
CHRISTINA MCGINNtS 
LONG MATCHES: Ten limes this season, the Falcons have needed all live sets to finish a 
match. They've won the match on nine of those occasions. 
lead as thev narrowtv lieat the 
Falcons 25-21 and 20-24. In both 
sets BG held leads hut Western was 
able to rally lor victories as the)' 
only made 11 emirs through the 
first two sets. 
Despite the losses BG out hit the 
Broncos in both sets as left, right 
and middle hitters all had big 
matches at the net 
HCs strong hitting continued in 
set three when the Falcons went 
on a li-2 ntn alter the set was tied at 
la The run gave BGa25-21 victory 
and brought the liilcons back into 
die match. 
"After the third set 1 looked at the 
team and I said, I hope now you 
now vou know we ran heat them," 
Van lie Walk'said. 
Momentum from set that- car 
See WALL | Page 9 
WIN 
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KSU to just three first downs, 
easily the best first half stats 
the defense has put up all sea- 
son. 
More importantly, the Falcon 
secondary made two straight 
interceptions in the first quar- 
ter that both led to offensive 
touchdowns. 
"We were executing on all 
cylinders," Sheehan said. 
However, as it's been most of 
the year, thedefense didn't hold 
down the fort as well in the 
second half despite Brandon's 
post game statement of not 
letting up. 
In the third quarter alone, 
the Flashes rushed for 81 yards 
and threw for another 34 as 
they outscored BG 15-3. But, 
the fourth quarter would be 
even worse for the Falcons. 
The fourth quarter brought 
much of the same for BG's 
defense as they allowed KSU 
to rush for an additional 109 
yards and throw for another 125 
on their way to scoring 15 more 
points and keeping the Falcons' 
coaches on their toes. 
In total, KSU quarterback 
lulian EdeJman rushed for 131 
yards in the second half and 
wore out the Falcon defense 
which had to chase him all 
around the field. 
FOR 
PRESIDENT 
BARACK 
OBAMA 
YOUR 
OFFICIAL 
DEMOCRATIC 
TICKET 
FOR CHANGE 
OFFICIAL SAMPLE BALLOT ENDORSED CANDIDATES 
You may legally take this sample ballot ad into the polls with you when you go to vote. 
For Ohio Attorney General 
RICH CORDRAY 
For Representative to Congress (5th Dist.) 
GEORGE F. MAYS 
For Ohio Senate 
JACKIE BROWN 
For State Representative (6th District) 
JEFFERY P. BRETZ 
For County Commissioner 
JOEL M. KUHLMAN & 
ALVIN L. PERKINS 
For Clerk of Court Common Pleas 
GORDY HEMINGER 
For County Recorder 
JULIE LARABEE 
BAUMGARDNER 
For Justice of the Supreme Court 
JOSEPH D. RUSSO & 
PETER M.SIKORA  
For Court of Appeals (6 District) 
THOMAS OSOWIK & 
ARLENE SINGER _ 
VOfEYES FOR 
WCADANS LEVY 
www.wooddenris.or3 
Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Party. Michael Zickar. Chair. PO Box 707.455 S. Main St.. BG, OH 43402 
BRANDON HEISS ! IHEBGNEWS 
IN PURSUIT: BG defensive end Diyral Briggs attempts to corral Kent State's elusive 
quarterback. Julian Edelman. Edelman rushed for 170 yards. 
Flu Shots will be offered by 
the Student Health Service again this year to 
BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and 
retirees. In addition to being offered at the Student 
Health Service beginning October 14 they will be given at 
the following locations throughout campus: 
Conklin North 
Rec Center 
College Park 
r 17     Miieti Alumni Center 
November 20    | Kreischer 
Glass Haiiwav 
Pulse1 F 
11 OOarr - 200 pr.. 
11.00 ar-2:00 cm 
Lobby 4 00-700 r 
Roon -■' 11.00-3.00c^ 
Room101A 9.00 am-12 00 :T 
3 00-5 00 c I 
4 30-7:00 c 
BGSU 
health service 
WELLNESS CONNECTION 
$ 23 
Please have your University ID ready. 
payable by cash, check or BG1 Card. 
In order to bill insurance you MUST bring a 
photocopy of the FRONT and BACK of your 
current insurance card. 
"I feel great for the 
kids. They really 
deserved it today." 
Gregg Brandon | BG coach 
"He was an unbelievable 
payer," said senior Joe Schaefer. 
"That was probably one of the 
most tiring games." 
But with six different players 
scoring touchdowns, including 
lason Rice's and Andrew Beam's 
first career scores, and Sinisa 
Vrvilo continuing his recent 
success, the Falcons were able 
to hang on for the win. 
Vrvilo was a perfect six of 
six on PATs and hit a 42-yard 
field goal, his only attempt of 
the game. He's now made six 
straight field goals dating back 
to his 44-yard attempt that 
sealed the win against Akron 
on Oct. 11. 
With the win, BG is now half 
a game behind in the MAC East 
race with their 2-3 conference 
record, which trails the 2-2 
marks of Akron and Buffalo. 
Despite the early season 
struggles and the obvious need 
to win the rest of their games, 
Brandon never gave up on his 
team's ability. 
"We got a pretty resilient crew," 
Brandon said. 
LEGS 
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deceptive S|>ced gave the falcons' 
defense fits all afternoon. 
"He'san unbelievable player," said 
defensive end Joe Schaefer. "That 
was probably one of the most tiring 
games, but he's just a great athlete 
and a great competitor." 
It was a performance befitting 
of the Mid-American Conferences 
second-leading rusher, who also 
inched the end zone twice. 
"He's a slippery guy, very elusive," 
Brandon said. "Our guys chased 
him around enough and 1 think 
the clock ran out on him. running 
around a lot but not getting points." 
When Edelman and Sheehan 
weren't giving the defenses head- 
aches with their scrambling abil- 
ity, they were finding some decent 
success through the air. Sheehan 
threw for 159 yards and Edelman 
for 219. Both threw two touch- 
down passes. 
But in a game in which the quar- 
BRANDON HEISS    MBf.NfWS 
CAREER DAY: Sheehan had a career-high 
109 rushing yards Saturday. 
terbacks put up so much offense, 
the pissing game took a rare txick 
seat to the ninning game, and the 
result was two tired defenses and 
BG's fin>t home win of the season. 
RELIEF 
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tackles on special teams and 
even completed a 42-yard pass to 
Chris Wright. 
Speaking of Wright, he had a 
season-best 96 receiving yards 
Saturday. With Freddie Barnes 
hurt and Turner spending all of 
his time in the backfield, a guy 
like Wright will be a weapon for 
Tyler Sheehan to use on a more 
regular basis. 
On the other side of the ball, 
the Falcon defense played well 
for stretches and looked bad in 
others. Blame Kent QB lulian 
Edelman. It was a performance 
for the defense similar to last year 
— bend, but don't break. 
Still, the "D" made plays when 
it had to. It forced two intercep- 
tions, one fumble, recorded two 
sacks and six pass breakups. It 
also pitched a shutout in the first 
half. 
Lastly, and most importantly, 
while the last three games on the 
schedule are must-wins, the vic- 
tory Saturday puts the Falcons 
into a tie for first place in the East 
Division. With a 2-3 record and a 
tiebreaker over Akron, BG is right 
in the thick of the race. 
So, even though the team's 
overall record won't thrill you, 
it's still in contention to play for 
a MAC championship. The win 
over Kent could be the stepping 
stone the team needs to go on 
a late-season run similar to last 
year.' 
As we go forward, keep faith in 
the football team. 
But don't exhale for too long. 
There's still work to be done. 
Now Renting 
For Fall 2009 
Bentwood Estates 
Columbia Court Apartments 
Heinz Apartments Ltd. 
Enterprise Square Apts. 
East Merry Ave. Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
...and many more apartments and houses 
SIGN UP TODAY! 
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
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Hockey splits weekend series with Nebraska-Omaha 
By Ethan Magoc 
Reporter 
BG's hockey team found them- 
selves one goal away from their 
first Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association sweep of the season 
against Nebraska-Omaha on 
Saturday night at the BGSU Ice 
Arena. 
They never found that goal, 
and the Mavericks salvaged a 
weekend split with a 5-3 win. 
The Falcons (3-4-1, 2-2-0 
CCHA) went through an up-and- 
down weekend, but peppered 
plenty of shots at Nebraska's net. 
BCi totaled 83 shots in the two 
games, but came away with just 
one victory as the Mavericks 
moved their record to 5-1-0 over- 
all and 1-1-0 In the CCHA. 
On Friday night, it was inc- 
line of Brandon Svendsen. David 
Sohvay and Dan Sexton giving 
BG all the offense it would need 
in a 3-2 victory. Sexton scored 
a pair of goals, including the 
game-winner, and the other two 
combined for five of BG's eight 
points. 
"They were terrific all the way 
through. They battled extreme- 
ly hard for pucks, won a lot of 
those battles and finished if off 
with some grit, but also some 
finesse," said BG's head coach 
Scott Paluch. 
Nebraska's Tomas Klcmpa 
and Joey Martin gave BG a scare 
in the third period when they 
each scored ten minutes apart to 
tic the game at two. 
But Sexton came through with 
the winner at l(>:44 of the third 
when he scored in the upper 
right part of the net past UNO 
goalie Jeremie Dupont. 
"For us, it was unfortunate 
the way the game ended," said 
Nebraska coach Mike Kemp. 
On Saturday night, Nebraska's 
fortunes turned for the better 
when they handed BG its second 
conference loss. 
Svendsen and his BG line 
mates did what more than 80 
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PUCK HANDLING: BG's Dan Sexton attempis to maneuver the puck pas! a Nebraska-Omaha defender. 
players before them could not 
do this season. 
They scored against Nebraska- 
Omaha's penalty kill, which had 
been perfect in 28 chances until 
Svendsen one-timed a Sexton 
rebound past goalie lerad 
Kaufmann 10 minutes into the 
first period. 
"It got the pressure off our 
shoulders.'' Svendsen said. 
"They're a strong, fast team 
and it's tough to set some- 
thing up because someone's 
always on you." 
Nebraska's penalty kill 
had not allowed a goal in the 
team's first five games against 
American International (Oct. 
171, Union (Oct. 18), Mercyhurst 
(Oct. 24 and 25) and Friday 
night versus BG. 
"We want to keep the game 
simple," said Nebraska-Omaha's 
coach Mike Kemp. "We're not a 
team that's going to be able to 
run and gun. We don't have the 
offense and punch that we had 
a year ago." 
Maybe not. but Saturday's 
second period version of the 
Mavericks could have been mis 
taken for the team that averaged 
more than three goals per game 
a year ago. 
In fact, they scored three goals 
in the second period alone. 
Alex Hudson beat BG goalie 
limmy Spratt live-hole three 
minutes into the second, and 
Nick I'anto followed seven min- 
utes later by finishing a pass 
from Mall Anibroz. 
Martin scored two minutes 
and 40 seconds later when he 
heal Spratt with a quick shot 
from the blue line, making il 
3-1 UNO. 
They have skilled players 
and they are good in transition," 
Paluch said. "They capitalize." 
BG looked as it it would capi- 
talize on a mental lapse in the 
first half of the third period 
when Sohvay and Kai Kaniola 
each scored lour minutes apart. 
sending the 1,597 fans in atten- 
dance into a frenzy. 
But it would be UNO's John 
Kemp who would decide the 
game's outcome. 
The freshman from Arcadia. 
Calif, took the puck from a cor- 
ner in BG's zone and found an 
open shooting lane to make 
it 4-3. 
"Actually, the play before that 
I made a had mistake with a 
big turnover," John Kemp 
said. "I came over to the bench 
and one of our Seniors, Dan 
Charleston, said 'Just let it go. 
It's over with.' The next shift 
helped me to forget." 
Martin capped the scoring 
with his third goal of the week- 
end, this one on an empty net, at 
19:39 of the third period.' 
SUDOKO 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
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Falcon swimmers split pair of dual meets over weekend 
By John Lopez 
Reporter 
Falcon swimming and diving got 
off to a good stan this weekend, 
splitting a pair of dual meets against 
Eastern Michigan and Ball State, 
ITie Falcons opened Mid- 
American Conference competition 
at home on Friday, falling to peren- 
nial powerhouse EMU, who is 173- 
125. 'ITie crowd, which packed the 
natatorium, saw the Falcons jump 
out to an early lead, winning three 
of the first five events. Senior Alisha 
Yee was impressive, winning two 
individual events as well as the 200- 
yard medley relay. Coming off a 
string of shoulder injuries, Yee was 
pleased witli her performance. 
"I feel great. 1 am right where I 
should be after our first event" Yee 
said. "My shoulder isa little sore, but 
it's good to get back in the pool" 
It wasn't only the seniors that 
were impressive. The Falcons' high- 
ly-touted freshman class took to 
the pool for the first time and Vicky 
Yu showed why BCi swimming has 
a bright future. 
Yu. one of the team's two inter- 
national students, won the 200 free 
and 400 individual medley in her 
first ever MAC meet. 
Coach Keri Buff was confident in 
Yu's talents since she began recniit- 
ing the freshman. 
"Vicky is an unbelievable talent,' 
Buff said. '"ITiis team will be amaz- 
ing if the girls am feed off Vicky's 
desire to win." 
The diving team also took maxi- 
mum points in the three-meter 
Competition, as freshman Molly 
Wood won a close Contest, edg- 
ing out Eastern Michigan's Sarah 
Kowalski, who is 234-236. 
"Molly was fantastic, as were the 
rest of the divers," Bull said. "She 
stepped up iuid scored huge for 
us today" 
Diving coach Dave Anderson 
was excited with the results as well. 
"Today was a nice surprise," 
Anderson said. "The talent is there: 
as we improve we will be able to 
show the iesl of the MAC what we 
really got." 
On Saturday, the Falcons evened 
their season record at I -1, winning 
a close meet against Ball State, 160- 
140. winning 11 of 16 events. Again, 
Yu was Impressive, scoring three 
event wins, including a sweep of 
the freestyle sprints. 
Freshmen Megan Bomicinowas 
a winner in the 1 .(KX)-yard freestyle 
as well as a member of the event- 
clinching 400-yard freestyle relay. 
The Falcons may have found 
their next go-to breaststroke spe- 
cialist in freshman Amanda Horn, 
who finished no worse than third 
place in four events this week- 
end, including a near lifetime Ixst 
225.13 in the 200 breaststroke. 
I lie wealth of event wins spread 
throughout the roster as freshmen 
Jen Bcatty found success for the 
first time as a falcon, dominating 
the 200-yard freestyle swim. Senior 
Samifotttoand sophomore Carrie 
Enright found success in the sprints 
each winning a 50-yard event. 
YBALL 
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ried over to set four as the Falcons 
jumped out to a 4-0 lead, a lead 
they wouldn't surrender, With 
the score 24-19 Domck not only 
ended the set tying the match, but 
also became the 15th Falcon in 
history to record her 1000th kill. 
"I was just happy that we won, 
I was happy to lx' able to con- 
tribute to the team tonight it's 
a personal goal of mine and to 
lx.1 able to reach it white winning 
at home makes it even better." 
Domck said. 
Set five was business as usual 
for B( 1 as they dominated Western 
Michigan as they stning together 
runs of four and five points push- 
ing to a 14-5 lead. After a Bronco 
point Domek recorded her 25th 
kill of the night establishing the 
lalcons as the MACS top team. 
"Domek really turned around 
the match for us because going 
into the third set she only had four 
kills. When she caught fire that 
really changed the whole feeling 
of the match, she had 21 kills over 
the last three sets,'' Van De Walk; 
said. 
In addition to Domek's strong 
play BG received strong outings 
"I was just happy 
that we won. I was 
happy to be able to 
contribute to the 
team [Saturday]. It's 
a goal of mine and 
to be able to reach 
it while winning at 
home makes it 
even better." 
.■ball 
from all their hitters including 
seniors Meghan Mohr and Kendra 
Halm who combined for 34 kills 
Defensively BG had four players 
record double-digit digs including 
senior CheJsey Meek who had a 
match high 28. 
BG's final test of the season 
comes next weekend when they 
head to Athens for a match up 
with Ohio, a team they beat in five 
sets earlier this season. 
llkllJl 
GAS/HEAT    WATER    HIGH-SPEED INTERNET    PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
you want more? 
visit: www.winthropterrace.com 
WINTHROP TERRACE & 
SUMMIT TERRACE 
400 E Napoleon Road I 419 352 9135 
winthropfflgerdenich.com 
When you're sick and going to the hospital, 
the last thing you need is a long walk from your car. 
KAPPA DELTA & KAPPA SIGMA 
PRESENT 
HUMAN FOOSBALL 
Sunday, November 9, 2008 
from 2:15pm-6pm 
At Perry Field House 
8 People per Team 
$20 per feam before November 6, 
$25 per team after November 6 
Contact Kayla with any questions at kdamman®bgsu.edu 
Voting YES on the Wood County 
Hospital referendum will mean: 
• Adequate parking close to the hospital 
entrance. 
• Shorter walks for the hospital's ill 
patients. 
Referendum facts (Ordinance 7737): 
• Voting YES on the referendum will create 
26 parking places. 
The referendum affects only a small part 
of the overall site. 
The Hospital is committed to working 
with the community to replant trees and 
maintain a green campus that Bowling 
Green can be proud of. 
The Committee for Improved Parking     :-i "" £ ./   «*> 
at Wood County Hospital: —  V 
oan (.onion       lohn Cheetwood 
Join these and other community leaders and 
VOTE YES on the Wood County Hospital Referendum 
(Ordinance 7737). When you're sick, better parking is more than a convenience. 
PAID I OR BY: lire Committee for Improved P.irking .it Wood County Hospital, Michael Miesle, treasurer, 950 W. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402 
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Inmates keep the prison 
grounds green' in Wash. 
By Phuong Lc 
The Associated Press 
UTTLEROCK, Wash. - Of all 
ihe things convicted murderer 
Robert Knowles has been called 
during his 13 years behind 
bars, recycler hasn't been one 
of them. 
But there he was one morn- 
ing, pitchfork in hand, com- 
posting food scraps from the 
main chow line and coffee 
grounds from prison headquar- 
ters — doing his part to "green" 
the prison. 
"It's nice to be out in the ele- 
ments," said Knowles, 42, stir- 
ringdark, rich compost that will 
amend the soil at the small farm 
where he and fellow inmates 
of the Cedar Creek Corrections 
Center grew 8,000 pounds of 
organic vegetables this year. 
Inmates of the minimum- 
security facility. 25 miles from 
Olympia, the state capital, raise 
bees, grow organic tomatoes 
and lettuce, compost 100 per- 
cent of food waste and even 
recycle shoe scraps that are 
made into playground turf. 
"It reduces cost, reduces 
our damaging impact on the 
environment, engages inmates 
as students," said I.Idem Vail, 
secretary of the Washington 
Department of Corrections, 
which oversees IS prisons and 
18,000 offenders. "It's good 
security." 
As around-the-clock opera- 
tions, prisons are voracious 
resource hogs, and administra- 
tors are under increasing pres- 
sure to reduce waste and con- 
serve energy and water. 
In 2007. states spent more 
than S49 billion to feed, house, 
clothe, treat and supervise 
2.3 million offenders, the Pew 
Center on the States reported 
this year. 
As the prison population has 
grown this decade, up 76 percent 
from 1.3 million in 2000. the num- 
ber of prisons and jails has risen 
with it. The latest U.S. Bureau of 
Justice data show 1,821 facilities in 
JOHN FROSCHAUER    AP PHOTO 
GREEN PRISONS: mutes Robert Day. left, and Brian Deboer. right, check on plants in 
one of the organic gardens at the Cedar Creek Corrections Center in southwest Wash, on 
2005, up from 1,668 in 2000. 
To keep costs down, the 
Indiana Department of 
Corrections installed water 
boilers that run on waste wood 
chips, and built a wind turbine 
at one prison that generates 
about 10 kilowatts an hour and 
saves $2,280 a year. 
At Iromvood State Prison in 
Blythe. Calif., 0,200 solar panels 
send energy back to the grid, 
enough to power 4,100 homes 
a year. The prison was trying to 
meet an executive order requir- 
ing state agencies to reduce 
energy use by 20 percent by 
2015. said a spokeswoman, l.t. 
Sue Smith. 
North Carolina's Department 
of Corrections switched to 
chemical-free cleaners and veg- 
etable-based inks. This sum- 
mer, because of a water short- 
age, inmates converted 50-gal- 
lon pickle barrels into small 
cisterns that capture rainwater. 
Under a stale mandate to 
reduce energy use, the Oregon 
Department of Corrections 
replaced old appliances with 
energy-efficient ones, installed 
solar water healers and used 
a geolhermal well to heat 
water. It also modified wash- 
ing machines so they could 
reuse rinse-water to wash about 
a million pounds of clothes a 
month. 
At Eastern Oregon 
Correctional Institution in 
Pendleton, Ore., inmates recy- 
cle scraps from old prison blues 
lo make diaper hags for wom- 
en's shelters and dog beds for 
animal shelters. 
"We try to model proso- 
cial behavior,"' said Vern 
Rowan, business manager for 
I lie Oregon Department of 
Corrections. Being sustainable 
"is something that everybody 
should be doing, regardless of 
where they're at." 
Cedar Creek, in the heart of 
a forest, feels more like an out- 
door retreat than institutional 
lockup. 
Please join these and other 
community leaders in supporting the 
Wood County Alchohol, Drug 
Addiction and Mental Health Services 
REPLACEMENT levy on November 4. 
Machinists union ends eight 
week strike with Boeing 
New contract protects jobs, prevents outsourcing and preserves 
By Rory Marshall 
The Associated Press 
SEATTLE — Machinists union 
members ratified a new con- 
tract with The Boeing Co. on 
Sat urday. endi ng a n eight-week 
strike that cut the airplane 
maker's profits and stalled jet- 
liner deliveries. 
The vote by members of the 
union, which represents about 
27,000 workers at plants in 
Washington state, Oregon and 
Kansas, was about 74 percent 
in favor of the proposal five 
days after the two sides tenta- 
tively agreed lo the deal and 
union leaders recommended 
its approval. 
The workers were expected 
to return lo Boeing's com- 
mercial airplane factories, 
which have been closed since 
the Sept. 6 walkout, starting 
yesterday night. 
The union has said the con- 
tract protects more than 5.000 
factory jobs, prevents the out- 
sourcing of certain positions 
and preserves health care 
benefits. It also promises pay 
increases over four years rath- 
er than three, as outlined in 
earlier offers. 
The union members, 
including electricians, paint- 
ers, mechanics and other 
production workers, have lost 
an average of about $7,000 
in base pay since the strike 
began. They had rejected ear- 
lier proposals by the company, 
headquartered in Chicago. 
It was the union's fourth 
strike against Boeing in two 
decades and its longest since 
1995. The International 
Association of Machinists and 
Aerospace Workers staged 
strikes against Boeing for 24 
days in 2005. 69 davs in 1995 
and 48 days in 1989. 
Boeing officials have said 
the contract allows them flexi- 
bility to manage their business 
and remain competitive. 
The work stoppage was 
costing the company an esti- 
mated S100 million per day in 
deferred revenue and postpon- 
ing delivery of its long-awaited 
787 jetliner, which has already 
been delayed three times, anil 
other commercial planes. 
The strike came amid surg- 
ing demand for Boeing's 
commercial jetliners, which 
include 737s. 747s, 767s and 
777s. Boeing has said its order 
backlog has swollen to a record 
S349 billion in value. 
It remains unclear how long 
il would take Boeing's com- 
mercial aircraft business to 
return to pre-strike produc- 
tion levels, but the company's 
chief financial officer, lames 
Bell, has said Boeing hopes 
it would take less than two 
months. 
The walkout started as the 
global economy began sink- 
ing into turmoil. Boeing execu- 
tives have said only 10 percent 
of the company's orders come 
from domestic carriers, while 
the rest are placed by custom- 
ers in other parts of the world, 
particularly Asia. 
As the Machinists strike 
wore on, Boeing began talks 
with another union in hopes 
of avoiding a second strike by 
21,000 scientists, engineers, 
manual writers, technicians 
and other hourly workers. 
Boeing officials and rep- 
resentatives of the Society 
of Professional Engineering 
Employees i n Aerospace, which 
struck for 40 days in 2000, 
moved into the final phase of 
contract talks Wednesday. The 
union's two current contracts 
expire Dec. 1. 
Negotiators at a hotel out- 
side Seattle say they hope to 
present a proposal to that 
union's membership by mid- 
November. 
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By R..chol Beck 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Here's some- 
thing thai might provide a 
bit of solace amid the plung- 
ing values in your retirement 
accounts: Warren Butiett is los- 
ing lots of money, too. So are 
Kirk Kerkorian, Carl Icahn and 
Sumner Redstone. 
They are still plenty rich, hut 
their losses — some on paper 
and others actually realized 
— illustrate how few have been 
spared in today's punishing mar- 
ket when even big-name inves- 
tors, corporate executives and 
hedge-fund titans are all watch- 
ing their wealth evaporate. 
The portfolio damage for 
some of these high-flyers has 
soared to billions of dollars in 
recent months. And they can't 
just blame the markets down- 
draft — some did themselves 
in with badly timed stock 
purchases or margin calls on 
shares bought with loans. 
"It's always hard to beat the 
market no matter who you are." 
said Robert Hansen. senior 
associate dean at Dartmouth's 
Tltck School of Business. "But 
when the ocean waters get that 
rough, it is hard for any boat to 
avoid getting swamped.'' 
It has been a painful year for 
anyone exposed to the stock mar- 
ket. The Standard & Poor's 500 
stock index, considered a barom- 
eter tor the broad market, has lost 
about 36 percent since January, 
with every single sector — includ- 
ing once tJiriving energy and utili- 
ties — seeing declines of about 20 
percent or more. 
Such losses in the last year 
have wiped out an estimated 
$2 trillion in equity value from 
401(k) and individual retire- 
ment accounts, nearly half the 
holdings in those plans, accord- 
ing to new findings by the 
"Its always hard 
to beat the market 
no matter who 
you are." 
Rcfcef t Hansen' Senior associate dean 
Center for Retirement Research 
at Boston College. Similar losses 
are seen in the portfolios of pri- 
vate and public pension plans, 
which have lost $1.9 trillion, the 
researchers found. 
As stocks have plunged, so 
have the value of chief execu- 
tives'equity stakes in their own 
companies. The average year- 
to-date decline is 49 percent for 
the corporate stock holdings of 
CEOs at 173 large U.S. compa- 
nies, according to new research 
by compensation consulting 
firm Steven 11.ill & Partners. 
Topping that list is Buffett. 
who has seen the value of equi- 
ty in his company. Berkshire 
Hathaway, fall by about $13.6 
billion, or 22 percent, so far 
this year, to leave his holdings 
valued at S48.1 billion. Oracle 
founder and CEO Larry Ellison 
has seen his equity stake fall 
by S6.2 billion, or about 24 per- 
cent, to $20.1 billion, according 
to the research that ran from 
the start of the year through the 
close of trading Oct. 29. 
Rounding out the top five in 
that study were Microsoft's Steve 
Ballmer, whose company equity 
fell by S5.1 billion to $9.4 billion; 
Amazon.com's Jeff Bezos, whose 
equity fell by $3.6 billion to $5.7 
billion; and News (]orp.'s Rupert 
Murdoch, with a $4 billion con- 
traction to $3 billion. 
News Corp. and Microsoft 
declined comment, while rep- 
resentatives from Berkshire 
I kit 1 .away, Oracle and Amazon, 
com didn't respond to requests 
for comment. 
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American death tolls 
in Middle East 
In Iraq: 
As of Friday. Oct. 51, at least 4.189 
members of the U.S. military have died 
in the Iraq war since it began in March 
2005. according to an Associated Press 
count 
The figure includes eight military 
civilians killed in action. At least 3.388 
military personnel died as a result of 
hostile action, accoiding to the militaiys 
numbers. 
The AP count is two fewer than 
the Defense Department's tally, last 
updated Friday at 10 am EDT 
The British military has reported 176 
deaths: Italy. 33; Ukraine. 18: Poland. 
21; Bulgaria. 13: Spain. 11. Denmark, 
seven: El Salvador, five. Slovakia four. 
Latvia and Georgia, three each; Estonia. 
Netherlands. Thailand and Romania, 
two each: and Australia, Hungary. 
Kazakhstan and South Koiea, one 
death each 
In Afghanistan: 
As of Friday. Oct. 31. at least 554 
membeis of the U S military had died 
in Afghanistan. Pakistan and Uzbekistan 
as a result of the U.S. invasion of 
Afghanistan in late 2001. according to 
the Defense Department. The depart- 
ment last updated its figures Friday at 
10 am. EDT. 
Of those, the military reports 402 
were killed by hostile action. 
Outside the Afghan region, the 
Defense Department reports 66 more 
members of the U.S. military died 
in support of Operation Enduring 
Freedom. Of those, three were the 
result of hostile action The military lists 
these other locations as Guantanamo 
Bay Naval Base, Cuba; D|ibouli; Eritrea; 
Ethiopia; Jordan; Kenya; Kyrgyzstan; 
Philippines; Seychelles; Sudan. 
Tajikistan; Turkey; and Yemen. 
There were also four CIA officer 
deaths and one military civilian death 
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Americans get an Obama, • 
and Europeans want one, too 
By Elaine GanUy 
The Associated Press 
MONTFERMEIL, France 
— Where is Europe's Barack 
Obama? 
Not only are droves of" 
Europeans hoping for a victory 
by the U.S. Democratic presi- 
dential candidate, many are 
asking when France, Germany 
or Britain will get a chance 
to cast a ballot for a leader 
from their own burgeoning 
minorities. 
The answer: not any time 
soon. 
"Obama is rather far away. 
It's a bit of a fiction here, a bit of 
adrcam,"saidKadarMkalache, 
tending a stand at the weekly 
market in Lea Bosquets, a tough 
housing project in Montfermeil 
northeast of Paris. 
Born in France 48 years ago 
of Algerian descent, Mkalache 
said he's a French citizen who 
doesn't feel French — "not 
at all." 
Still, Mkalache, who has an 
18-year-old son, said Obama 
"could bringa ray of hope." 
Discrimination is only one 
reason that citizens of immi- 
grant origin are unlikely to 
soon produce a leader able to 
crack the system. Another is 
that the Old World is relatively 
new to the issue of minorities 
of color. 
"Obama hasn't happened 
overnight,"     said     Danny 
"Obama hasn't happened overnight. It 
took generations of minority activism in 
the U.S. to create this space and develop 
that sort of political acumen..." 
Danny Sriskandarajah | Institute for Public Policy Research in Britain 
Sriskandarajah of the Institute 
for Public Policy Research in 
Britain. "It took generations of 
minority activism in the U.S. to 
create this space and develop 
that sort of political acumen 
... which is largely absent from 
Europe." 
In Spain, a magnet for 
migrants from north and sub- 
Saharan Africa, most members 
of visibly distinct minorities 
are still in their first genera- 
tion. Elsewhere, they mainly 
go back three generations 
at most. 
The changing face of some 
other European countries, like 
Britain or France, often reflects 
their colonial past: Their immi- 
grants come from countries 
they once ruled, and color bar- 
riers remain formidable. 
In Britain, minorities — at 
least 8 percent of the popu- 
lation — hold only 15 of 646 
parliamentary seats. However, 
a black woman, Baroness 
Scotland, holds the post of 
attorney general — the high- 
est-ranking minority in British 
government. 
In France, where there arc an 
estimated 5 million Muslims, 
mainly from North Africa, 
and millions more blacks, 
there is only one black law- 
maker in the 577-seat National 
Assembly, who was born in the 
French Caribbean island of 
Guadeloupe. The upper house 
has four senators with roots in 
North Africa. 
Minorities in Germany's 
Bundestag hold 10 of 612 
seats, although a politician of 
Turkish origin, Gem O/.detnir, 
is about to become the first 
to take the helm of a politi- 
cal party, co-leading the Green 
Party. Meanwhile, heavily 
immigrant Rotterdam, one of 
Holland's biggest cities, js get- 
ting a Moroccan-born mayor. 
In the United States, racial 
tensions still fester after the 
long civil-rights struggles of 
the '50s and '60s but minority 
groups are part of the political 
mainstream. 
With Obama, Sriskandarajah 
said, "We are seeing, I think, 
in America the maturity of 
minority politics." 
JER0MC DELAY I A? PHOTO 
TIGHTENING CONTROL: Rebels loyal to Laurent Nkmda's movement patrolm Rutshuru 
some B0 kilometers (SO miles) north of Goma. in eastern Congo An upsurge in fighting between 
rebels loyal to Laurent Nkunda and the army since August has dsplaced more than 220.000 people 
Rebels in Congo force tens of 
thousands to flee refugee camps 
By Michelle Faul 
The Associated Press 
TONGO, Congo — Tutsi-led reb- 
els tightened their hold on newly 
seized swaths of eastern Congo 
Saturday, forcing tens of thou- 
sands of frightened, rain-soaked 
civilians out of makeshift refu- 
gee camps and stopping some 
from fleeingtogovernment-held 
territory. 
Aid organizations said they 
were increasingly worried about 
a lack of food and shelter. 
European officials offered 
sympathy but no concrete 
promise of military reinforce- 
ments for the Congolese troops 
and U.N. peacekeepers routed 
by rebel forces in the sudden 
and dramatic escalation of 
eastern Congo's civil war in the 
past week. 
The rebels appeared to be 
maintaining a unilateral cease- 
fire they declared a day ear- 
lier, focusing on consolidating 
territories that stretch to the 
doorstep of the provincial capi- 
tal, Goma, instead of taking 
the city. 
The rebels, who said people 
were leaving the refugee camps 
of their own free will, assert- 
ed that they stopped short of 
Goma in hopes of stopping the 
chaos that had engulfed it as 
government troops fled along 
with tens of thousands of refu- 
gees. However, Goma was also 
the site of rebel leader Laurent 
Nkunda's greatest defeat when 
U.N. attack helicopters Fired on 
his fighters advancing on the 
city in December, killing hun- 
dreds of them. It was not clear if 
that experience influenced his 
decision. 
The area that Nkunda has 
seized is a minerally and agri- 
culturally rich area that com- 
mands much of the access to 
the Rwandan and Ugandan 
borders. 
Britain's miriister for Africa 
said the U.K. could send troops if 
Nkunda's cease-fire fails but the 
first reinforcements should be 
soldiers deployed elsewhere in 
the country with the U.N. force 
known by its French acronym, 
MONUC. 
British Foreign Minister 
David Miliband, who rushed to 
the region with French Foreign 
Minister Bernard Kouchner 
after the outbreak of fighting, 
downplayed the possibility of an 
EU peacekeeping force. 
Suicide bomber 
kills eight 
Pakistani troops 
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (API 
-—The Pakistani army's chief 
spokesman says a suicide 
bomber rammed his vehicle 
into a group of paramilitary 
officers in a volatile region 
near the Afghan border, kill- 
ing at least eight troops. 
Yesterday'saltackoccurred 
in a tribal region considered 
a haven for al-Qaida and 
Taliban-linked militants. 
Army spokesman Maj. 
Gen. Athar Abbas says the 
attack in South Waziristan 
occurred at a checkpoint 
near the main gate of the 
Zalai Fort, where members 
of the Frontier Corps were 
gathered. 
U.S. anti-terror ally 
Pakistan has deployed secu- 
rity forces throughout its 
northwest to tamp down 
on growing militancy. The 
troops have been frequent 
targets of attacks. 
BGSU 
TRIVIA 
What is the 
total number of 
buildings on the 
BGSU campus? 
A. 25-49 
B. 50-74 
C. 75-99 
D. Ovet 100 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE! 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
2009 
Great Selection of 
Houses £r Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. Wooster Street, dim linL: (ireen, OH 
Located Across From Taco Bell. 
RKNTAI. OFFICE (4191 354-2260 
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
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ACROSS 
1 Hindu prince 
2 Oodles 
3 London district 
4 Sean and William 
5 Salty sauce 
6 San Francisco Bay island 
7 Tickled pink 
8 "Blue Voyage" poet 
9 Teeter-totters 
10 Ancient Greek poet 
11 Asian figwort trees 
12 Bestow upon 
13 Surprise attacks 
18 Afresh 
24 Yes vote 
26 Greek letter 
27 Cheap books 
28 Jacob's twin 
29 D.C. neighborhood 
31 From Tibet, for exam- 
ple 
36 Designer Schiaparelli 
37 Musical interval 
39 Mediterranean coast 
41 Forecaster 
44 Psyche part 
45 Tennis star of the '90s 
47 Psychic letters 
Coral ring 
Cooking smell 
1981 John Lennon 
hit 
Beethoven dedicatee 
Abounds (with) 
Sicilian resort town 
Wicked 
Metric wt. 
One and only 
Surgery rms. 
1 Abrasive tool 
5 Grand tales 
10 Mimic 
14 Burn balm 
15 Kukla's pal 
16 'Peter Pan" pet 
17 Cornpone 
19 Autobahn auto 
20 Observe Yom Kippur 
21 Fruity drinks 
22 Hunk of dirt 
23 Thwack 
25 New York City harbor entrance 
27 Tent stake 
30 Vega's constellation 
32 Wow. that was close! 
33 Function 
34 Those in favor 
35 More readily 
38 Asian nation 
40 Go lickety-split 
42 Aswan's river 
43 Liquefies 
46 Neighborhood 
49 Long-eared beast 
50 Completely infatuated 
51 Twiggy home 
52 Used a chair 
53 Truly amazing 
56 Location 
58 Author of "Portnoy's 
Complaint" 
59 Appeal 
61 Onions' kin 
65 "Typee" sequel 
66 NYC street game 
68 Bryn __ College 
69 "Lou Grant" star 
70 "The ._ on the'Floss" 
71 Bronte sister 
72 Chicago tower 
73 _ gin fizz 
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sionup anlina @www. dacor.net 
or call 419.352.3568 
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Personals 
BG 
HEWS 
BGSU 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
!IH- lid \i-\vs will mil knowingly acicpl 
idmMniDeittB ihdl discriminate, or 
encourage disciiminaiion against any 
individual or group 00 the h;isis »l tmv 
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin, 
sexual orietitaiion, mobility mtUfl .is .1 
TCMfU, Of 00 the btsbol any other legally 
protected son* 
[ (if W . New-, reserves ihe nghl lo decline, 
discontinue or revise any adveriisenwrn 
such as those found to he del'.im.i!ui). 
larking in factual basis, misleadingor false 
in nature. All advertisements are subject 
t<> editing and appioval 
For Rent 
Campus Pollyeyes Featuring 
Jack's Pumpkin Spiced Ale! 
(419)352-9638 
Help Wanted 
Campus Events 
Housing Fair. November 20 
from 10:30am-2:30pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Services Offered 
IBARTENDING' up to S300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174 
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP 
Earn up lo $150 a day being a 
mystery shopper, no exp needed 
Call 1-800-722-4791 
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18. 
Call after 8pm. no exp. needed 
Call 419-332-2279 
Make up to S75 per on-line survey. 
visit: 
www.casbtospend.com 
Spring Break 09. Work for Sun 
Splash. Travel Free. 1-800-426-7710 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
Uraku Japanese Restaurant 
now hiring sushi chel. kitchen chef. 
& bartender. Call 419-352-7070 
Wood Lane Residential Services. Inc 
will be at BT Student Union on 
November 5.2008 from 10am-1pm 
to discuss employment opportunities 
and distribute applications for PT 
and sub positions working w< adults 
with menial & physical disabilities 
"Excellent opportunity to gain 
experience toward your career goals 
312 N Enterprise 
Clean. 3 Irg bdrm. C/A. all appl. mcl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
have been signing leases 2009-2010 
Houses, apis over 3 legally on lease. 
930 E Wooster +303 E  Merry=large! 
see Cartyrenlals.com 
or call 419-353-0325 9am.-9pm 
Houses 8 Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office hours 10-2, M-F 
www.bgapartments com 
Victorian 2 BR apt. S650/mo + util 
1 BR in Victorian home, $250/mo 
w/util Call 386-405-3318 
Change Your Financial Situation, 
Call 419-601-5179 or visit 
www shopherbalife com/Lgreen 
and click 'Business Opportunity'' 
Lock It Up Storage 
655 Poe Road 
North Baltimore, OH 
IHATTENTION ATTENTION!!! 
Winter Special 
50°<>ofl lirst full month 
Various sizes Available 
Call the office at 419-257-2851 
For Rent 
•1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apis low as S399, 
see Cartyrentals com 
Call419-353-0325 9am-9pm. 
1 BR apt. close to campus. 
S375/mo ♦ utilities 
Call 412-496-6513 
Start renting November 10, 2008 
lor the 2009/2010 school year. 
II paperwork is completed 
and lease is signed before 
12/21/08 each person's name 
will be entered into a drawing tor 
FREE RENT 
for the school year. 
www.meccabg.com 
Visit out website lot 
prices, photos. & specials' 
Politics As Usual or Police Work? 
WHAT SOLUTION?? 
"Let's hove on experienced Cop be Sheriff For a Change" 
Independent For The Right Reasons 
• 
II ii ■ l 
E. MARK HUMMER 
www.hutnmer-for-sheriff.com 
12 Monday. Novanba 3.2008 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Call 1-866-OUR VOTE with questions or problems. 
